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By Jed Evans
A search committee has been
esiablished and is in the process
of screening applicants for
controller of the U niverslly
System of New Hampshire ,
according to Edward Smith
USNH Vice Chancello r for
Financial Affairs.
Smith assumed the responsibilities of controller in 1980
when the position was vacated
by Ralph Smallage. Smith
assumed the responsibil ities
while he was director of the
system's budget. He- has since
become vice chancellor .
"The USNH system is
moving to a new manageme nt
informatio n system which will
require a great deal of
developme nt," Smith said. "We
want somebody in the position
who can devote their time to
developing it and relating it to
other aspects of the system.
The search committee , which
is composed of representat ives
from the USNH Board of
Trustees, the chancello r\
office. and members from each
of the USN H campuses, has
n:ceived application s from over
70 individuals and narrowed
the field to those determined to
be qualified for the position.
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By Edmund Mander

The Student Senate
constitutio n will be revised thi!:)
semester for the first time in
two vears.
Changes in the compositio n
of the senate and the approval
of constitutio nal amendmen ts
have rendered the 58 page
document obsolete, according
to John Davis, student body
president.
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By Edmund Mander
The Student Senate elected a
new speaker Sunday night, and
ta.bled motions to approve a
new chairperso n and personnel
officer.
The new speaker, Kraig
Gustafson . was chosen from
three nominees by secret ballot.
and replaced Mike McMahon
who resigned this semester to
pursue \ arsity tennis.

-Lih r·a rian to
stud ents :
clea n up you r act
By Margaret Consalvi
Students are trashing the
UN H library, according to
Dona Id Vincent, university
librarian, who now plans to do
something about it.
In two weeks, the library
plans an exhibit in the front
hall of the mammoth amount
of trash they collect every day.
Vincent said this dramatic
display may help students
realize that leaving one can of
soda adds up when thousands
of students leave only one can."
Students are taking food and
drinks out of the vending area

and "migrating throughou t the
library," Vincent said. Drinks
are being spilled on books,
furniture, and rugs. Also, leftover food is attracting vermin,
according to Vincent. ·
If students don't cooperate
with food and drink
restrictions the vending area
will be closed, Vincent said.
Although Residentia l Life
has signed a contract with the
vending company and still has
approxima tely two years left
with this contract. Vincent said
this agreement probably could
be modified.

-

Dan Potter skating in one of last year's games.( The New
Hampshire file photo)

The . UN H /vvtha/1 team
defeated UCvnn Saturday,
13-12. See s!Vry on page 28.
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While Durham sleeps, Viking horde invades
By John Gold
They crept through the cold
pre-dawn darkness, seeking
refuge in the Durham
La undercenter.
At the designated hour, they
lined up in formation on the
sidewalk, adjusted their horned
helmets and, to the
angry blare of a -leather horn
they marched 25 feet into
Young's Restaurant for
breakfast.
The Vikings struck again .
Ton ue firm! in cheek, fans

of the Scandinavian explorer
Leif Erickson celebrate his
founding of the North
American continent every year
on the Sunday closest to
October 9, according to Nobel
Peterson, founder of the Early
Sunday Morning Leif Ericson
Celebration Parade Association of Durham, New
Hampshire.
More than one hundred
people from 15 New
Hampshire communities, four
states and one foreign countr ·

Al Frost of Durham dressed in good Viking fashion to take
part in last Sunday's annual Lief Ericson Day Parade.(John
Gold photo) . ,

participated in the Sunday
morning ·•Leif Ericson Day
Parade." Ericson and his men
landed in North America on
October 9, 1003 A.O.,
according to historians.
The parade consists of a 25
foot march from the doors of
the Durham Laundercenter to
Young's Restaurant, where
participants have breakfast,
cake, cheers and speeches.
Although many of the
marchers were of Scandinavian
descent, the only requirement
for marching in the parade is to
be an admirer of Ericson,
according to Peterson .
"It's the grandest, shortest
and earliest Leif Ericson
parade ," he said ... Our only
goal is to produce happy
smiles."
Four UNH students took
part in the march, which had a
roster overflowing with names
ending in "son", and "Krie" .
.. My mother threatened to
cancel my tuition if I didn't
come," Scott Lounsbury, UNH
freshman, said . "It's just a
bunch of crazy old New
Englanders having f un ... and
I'm one of them."
The tradition began one
Sunday morning in 1977 when
two UN H profes sors doing
their laundry decided to
celebrate Leif Ericson Day
(October 9) with breakfast at
Young's. They were joined by a
third man, and all three,
carrying Scandina vian flags,
marched the 25 feet from the
la undercenter to Young's
accompanied by tape recorded
Scandinavian music .

A reporter from The
Transcript heard of the event
and wrote a brief story. The
next year, 24 people showed up
for the march, beginning a
tradition that has grown by
3003 percent in popularity.
The celebration begins at
6:30 in the morning,
appropriate because "Leif
Ericson and his men discovered
the North American continent
early~" according to Peterson.
The marchers are accompanied by the "music" of a leather

horn, which once led the
Vikings into adventure,
according to Peterson.
While the celebrants eat
breakfast (Young's provides
the cake), they are entertained
by 30 seconds of tape recorded
music from each Scandinavian
country, the reading of a
"Hagar the Horrible" cartoon,
and a cheer, lead by Robert
Houston, a UN H professor,
"Leif Erickson, Hoorah!"
VIKINGS, page 11

Dr. Donald Chapman,(I) and Dr. Nobel Peterson lead ttie
annual' Lief Ericson Day Parade, held last Sunday in
downtown Durham·.(John Gold photo)

NEIIIS IN BRIEF
Equipment neglected
Portsmouth fire equipment is being neglected,
according to the city firefighters union President
James Coughenour.
He claims the equipment is too complicated for
the city's mechanics to maintain properly.
Coughenour said improper repairs have cost the
city between $3000 and $5000 in the past 15 months.

More malls

Sununu attacks senator
State Senator Leo Lessard claims Governor
John Sununu has made several personal attacks on
him.
At a gathering last week in honor of Lessard 's
rival, Wally Johnson, Sununu said Lessard does
not understand the needs addressed in the state
budget.
Sununu said, last week, "If he isn't bright
enough, why should we send him to Concord?"
Lessard claims voters should hear about the
candidates positions on the issues instead of
hearing personal attacks.

Man killed· in auto
Another mall is going to be built in Newington.
The Newington Planning Board approved plans
last week for a new "mini-mall" on Gosling Road.
Richard Hallett, the mall's developer, has sought
approval to build it for the past eight months.

Millions spent in Epping
The Environmental Protection Agency allocated
$35,000 to continue studying a hazardous waste site
in Epping.
The EPA has now spent $2.3 million studying
and cleaning up the Keefe Envionmental Services
hazardous waste site.

Germans favor America
.

Most West German citizens are very pro~merican, according to State Senator Leo Lessard.
· Lessard returned to this country Monday after a
17-day tour of both East and West Germany.
The trip was paid for by the Partnership of
Parliaments, a group of West German senators.

A local man was killed in N9rth Berwick Friday
night in a one car crash.
·
.
State police said alcohol and speeding were both
factors in the accident.
Larry Lake of North Berwick died in Sanford's
Goodall Hospital as a result of multiple injuries.
Lake failed to negotiate a curve and ran off the
road.

Leaves stop traffic
There was bumper to bumper traffic last weekend on highways between Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, according to Massachusetts state
police officers.
The traffic jam was ca used by motorists anxious
to see New Hampshire's foliage .

Drug plane seize~
Authorities in Ossipee seized a small plane they
claim was used to transport marijuana.
Authorities claim Salvatore Caruana, of West
Peabody, Mass., used the plane for drug d·eals a·nd
money-laundering trips to the Bahamas.
Caruana has been a fugitive since April 2, when
he failed to appear for his trial in Baston

PSNH out of court
Public Service Company of New Hampshire will
not try to reopen hearings on its $425 million
financing plan, even though this is the only way it
can get court protection for the plan.
It is likely the company will also begin
considering cash conservation measures, in order to
ward off bankruptcy . .
A company spokesman said PSNH will let the
plan stand on its own merits.

Sweet deals at
Rockingham?
Rockingham Park was accused Sunday of
having "sweetheart" labor union, according to
Monday's issue of The Union Leader.
A sweetheart union is one that is unduly
favorable to management.
The park's management denied both this cha rgc
and one that claims the union's business agent has
done business with organized crime figures.
Park Managers deny there was any impropriety
in the way the employees' representatives were
chosen .

Beach restaurant burns
A popular Weirs Beach restaurant burned down
early Sunday morning.
The Weirs Family Restaurant burned for two
hours before the flames could be controlled.
The fire was caused by a wood stove in the
restaurant's lounge, according to Laconia fire
inspectors.
Little remains of the restaurant; what is left will
be hauled away as soon as possible.
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UNH childca re to
expand faciliti es
By Chris Heisenberg
The Forest Park Group Day
Care Center may be relocating
to a larger space as early as
January, according to Cindy
Leerer, Coordinator of UNH
President's Commission on the
Status of Women.
Currently, the administration is considering a proposal
that would have the center, one
o~ __five in_ Durham, exchange
offices with the Cooperative
Extension Publications Office.
The . move would increase the
space allocation from 1,200 to
1,800 square feet.
Although cost estimates a re
not final, renovations will be
necessary once the move is
accomplished, according to

Beth Setear, Director of the
center, in order to get the new
space "up to Center standards."
"Renovation costs will have
to be . evaluated," said Dean of
Students Gregg Sanborn. Cost
evaluations, made by Facilities
Planning, will then be
approved by the UNH Repair
and Renovations Committee.
The Daycare Center receives
no operating funds from the
University, only the use of its
facilities. Renovation costs will
be covered by the University,
however.
"Based on a meeting with Dr.
(Gordon) Haaland, it looks like
the exchange will definitely go

CHILDREN, page 22

Sigma Nu party
termed ~a hassle' thildren.at play at the da~care center near Stillings Dining Hall.(Frank Consentino photo)

Stun guns stored, not sold

through it again, why would I
By Patricia O'Dell
ask anyone else to do it?-"
Sigma Nu fraternity held its
Most fraternities hold
first legal happy hour last
parties whe.re minors are
Friday.
present, and may be served as a
This is the first time in two
result. This is illegal, according
· years a liquor license has been
to Durham Police Chief Paul
issued to a UN H fraternity,
Gowan.
according to Liquor Commis- .
"From time to time we get
sioner Robert Pierce, and the
rcoorts that this is being done,"
first license ever issued to
Gowan said.
·
Sigma Nu.
' Gowan said he does not
"It turned out to be such a
remember when a fraternity
hassle I wouldn't ever do it
was last held legally responsible
again, to be honest with you," for serving minors.
said Sigma Nu Social
"I assume all their parties are
Chairman John Babine.a u.
legal." Gowan said.
"My whole goal was to have
Gowan also distinguishes
a legal party," Babineau said.
between parties that are free,
"No one's ever had one since
such as ladies' teas, and parties
1981. .. So I figured no big deal.
where guests pay an entrance
It turned out to be a big deal." fee with the expectation of
The Greek system is
being served alcohol.
encouraging fraternities to get
"If the house wants to pick
liquor licenses for their parties,
up the tab (for the alcohol) than
according to Peter Wilson, that's not illegal." Gowan said.
assistant social chairman at Pi
'Tm not sure what their (the
Kappa Alpha.
police's) goals are, whether
Wilson also said PKA is they're trying to cut out the
"thinking about" asking for Greeks altogether, . whether
I.D.'s at their parties.
they're trying to cut out
Babineau said he would not drinking altogether," Babineau
encourage other fraternities to said.
go through the complicated
"Durham is supported by the
process of getting a liquor students. but thev don't
· license. "I would never go
LICENSE, page 21

causes no real or lasting
damage."
"However, that decision ( not
to sell the stun guns) will not
affect the ban we have on them
now," Farrell said.
"We're not going to use
them, period ... We've just put
them in 'mothballs'," he said.
Farrell said he was not aware
how rumors about the
impending sale of the guns got
started.
Bill Frasher. editor of The
Equinox, a Keene State
College news·paper said a story
in the September 26 issue of the
paper had quoted Farrell as
saying he would sell the guns.
"The article was based
mainly on information we got
from the AP ( Associated Press)
news wire and press releases,"
Frasher said.
The AP 4uote which caused
the rumors said, attributing the
information to Farrell. that "
'There's absolutely no use for
these things (stun guns)
herc...We're going to get rid of
them.'"
down
An 11 a.m. parade
By Dan Landrigan
the
off
kick
will
Street
Main
Whoever said you can't go
home again never attended . women's field hockey game
against lJ RI at noon, and the
Homecoming at UNH .
The theme this year, In days football game against Bucknell
which begins at I p.m.
of Olde. will be seen
The lJ NH Marching Band,
throughout the weekend as
addition to leading the
in
many events with a medie\'al
parade, will put on a pre-game
flavor have been scheduled.
Friday evening the week- show before the football game
end's events begin. The Errol at 12:30.
During the game, the
Flynn classic film, Robin
Hood, will be shown at the Alumni Office will provide
refreshments from a tent in
Alumni Center at 8 p.m.
Saturday program starts front of the field house. Dragon
with the seventh annual burgers, friar franks and
Homecoming Road Race camelot cider will highlight the
menu in addition to the liquid
beginning at 9 a.m .
Registration for the I 0,000 refreshment which, if history
meter race conducted by the re pea ts itself. will be plentiful at
lJ NH Department of Recre- the tailgate parties in the
ational Sports will be held from parking lots.
Saturday night. the Alumni
7:30 to 8:30 a.m .
will sponsor a reception
Center
The registration fee for the
race, open to anyone. is $4 for alumni at the Elliott
before Oct. 10and$5afterthat. Alumni Cente r to finish out the
At IO a.m. on Saturday the weekend\ events.
The class of 1979 will hold its
Alumni Center will hold a
forum entitled The Medic\ al reunion Saturday evening and
Mind-Origins of the Univer- check-in for class members will
Penny ~cEdwards, Bets~ Haines ~nd _Mary Haines, (I tor), members of the UNH Downhill Ski
he at Boulder Field.
sity.
team domg leg strengthening exercises m preparation for the upcoming season.(Debby Yale photo)

By Ken Fish
The administration of'
Plymouth State College has
made nu plans to sell the
controversial stun guns which
were banned from their campus
on September 21.
Despite rumors, Plymouth
State College President
William Farrell said he was not
"aware of any plans to sell (the
stun guns)."
Plymouth State College
Dean of Students James Smith
said "we 're not going to sell
them; they're in a deep-freeze."
He explained "we can't sell

them back to the company and
we don't want the. guns getting
into the wrong hands."
"However, if at some point in
the future, they become
common practice ( on college
campuses) we might pull them
out. but I don't see that in the
imniediate future," Smith said.
The guns in question are
manufactured by Kar Key Inc.
They said the $90 Nova XR5000 Stun Gun is "capable of
delivering severe, uncontrollable muscle spasms which
immediately induce a
temporary paralysis which

Alumn i come home
to Merrie Olde UNH

1
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Plate thieves caught in A-lot
Custom
T-Shirt
Printing

(603) 431-8319
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY Ts
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS
& TOTES

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801

By Ken Fish
UN H Public Safety arrested
two Ne\, England College
(NEC) students for stealing
license plates from cars parked
in A Lot early Sunday
morning.

A Public safety officer
arrested James DiebbolL 18, or
239 East Hall, NEC Henniker,
NH and Robert Kellc 1 , Jr., 20,_

of 139 East Hall on charges of
theft by unauthorized taking.
Public Safety Major Roger
Beaudoin said the two -men
·were observed removing New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
license plates from various cars
in A Lot.
'"Apparently the two or them
were working togcther(stealing
the license plates)," Beaudoin

said.
Major Beaudoin said he had
no Ct)rnment on the reasons for
the thefts.
Diebboll and Kelley were
una\ailable for comment.
The two of them were
released on $300 P/ R bail and
arc scheduled to appear in
Durham District Court on
October :26 .

DURHAM BIKE
A Dover tradition of
fine dining
"Want lo impress your date? Take
her lo Hannon's.
Hannon's for a 8real lime al a
Reasonable price."
llearly 0andwiche,~ 0 (\.1mplel e Dinner~
Dinner Daily ...
· Tllt: Vt~QY 5t0T
PQIMt: QIB 1·:vt:Q
Loun 6e Open Uni ii Le 6al Cln,~in 6

TREK-NISHIKI-CANNONDALE
Racin~ and Touring Supplies
FIT KIT
1 DAY SERVICE
10. 12. & 18speed

BREAKFA~T

7

.

1A°"E

American Express - Master Card - Visa

~

19 JENKINS COURT
DURHAM, NH
868-5634

ANt\OJ.NCIM;. .

16 Third Street Dover, N.H.

(

Hours:
Mon. ·- hi. 9-5
· Sat. 9-12

)

r

11

CoMMo~ MARKGr

A.M.
A.M.

f£"AT[tRING

Freshly Baked Muffins
Bagels
Cereals: Hot & Cold

His mother's smile,
his father's. eyes, and
his grandfather's
arthritis.

·.

Blender Drinks
Fresh-Squeezed Juices
and morel

For more information
about arthritis. contact
your local Arthritis
Foundation.

Dc5ittttitt5 Octobc,· 1nh!
' vve now //ave table s

11, ...,ule

roo .t

A

ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION

1--800---9 52-3335

National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness
Week
October 8-13
Alcohol/Drug Exhibit
East West lounge

MUB

Tuesday - 9th
9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

A /co-Scoreboard:
Driving - 16
· Wednesday - 10th
Drinking - 21
1.00 - 2:30 p.m .
. Hillsborough / Sullivan Room

~j
-<

l-- ·.

C

llom.e:qo!fii:uff~,~19s4
Thursday, October 11
Bonfire, 7 p .m., Lower Quad, Pep Band and Cheerleaders
Friday, October 12
Medieval Mirth, 8 p.m .. Alumni Center
Saturday, October 13 Road Race, 9 a .m., Lot A, 7:30 a.m. Check-in
Parade, 10:45 a.m., Main Street, Marching Band and Floats
Women's Field Hockey vs URI, Noon
Football Game vs Bucknell, I p.m., Cowell Stadium, Cheering Contest
Pilgrim's Rest, 4 p.m., Alumni Center

OCTOBER 11,12 & 13

MUB
A forum on the 21 year old drinking age proposal and DWI

Workshops
Hunter HallUpper QuadScott HallSawyer HallStoke-

7:00
8:30
8:30
7:00

p.m.- p.m.p.m.p.m.10:30 p.m.-

Monday - 8th
Monday - 8th
Wednesday - 10th
Thursday - 11th
Friday - 12th

Sponsor: Di\'ision of Student Affairs
For information contact The Health Education Center 8623823

,

Take the Jesus challenge .
Inter Varsitv Christia n
Fellowsh ip ( IVCF) says there is
one way, one truth, one life
through the Lord Jesus Christ.
IVCF is an interdeno minational student led organiza tion
whose primary purpose is to
proclaim Jesus as Lord on this
campus, to show Jesus Christ
to people who don't know
about Him, and to encourag e
other Christia ns to offer
fellows hip accordi ng to
members of the group.
Each Wednesd ay evening.
members gather together as a
large group for prayer.
worship, sharing, teaching. and
fellowshi p.
"Besides the large group
meetings , we have small group
Bible Studies," Dale Feeney a
UN H sophomo re and member
of IVCF said. "We talk about
what's been happenin g and
share with a smaller group."
Accordin g to Feeney. IVCF
wants to tell people about ~~e
Lord . "We have new people
come to the meetings ," Feeney
said. "We have informal get
togethers and dorm talks,
which go over really well."
Feeney explained he became
a Born Again Christian and
gave his life .to Jesus last year.
He became involved with
IVCF. not as a replacem ent for
church. but as a suppleme nt.
Scott Gorke, another
member, explained everythin g
we do must reflect Jesus Christ
as our Lord. In dying, he made
the ultimate sacrifice for man's
sins he said.
"Throug h the fellowshi p I

faith. and become involved
with training members as
leaders. accordin g t'o Tom
Brink, one of the staff.
"I personall y work with four
different schools, Keene State,
UN H, New England College,
and Plymouth State College,"
Brink said. "It is a national
organiza tion on over 800
campuse s."
SECTS, page 12

Selection of Paper and Envelopes
25 cop~es - 25 envelopes
25ext ra sheets of paper
15.00 One Page Resume
21.75 TwoP ageR esum e
Stored in memor y- 30 days - Free of charge
Zoom Reductio ns and Enlargem ents

NOW AVAILABLE
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Fel low shi p cut s acr oss sec ts
learned on a personal level who
God and Jesus arc and how to
relate to other people," Gorke
said.
Inter Varsity Christia n
Fellows hip was started
originally in Great Britain in
the late 19th century and has
been a part of UN H since 1984.
The group is student run with a
staff of non-stud ents who give
advice, help with 4uestions of

j
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By Karen LeVasseur
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TUESDA Y, October 9
MUSO SPEAKE R: Ralph McGehee. Granite State Room. MUB,8
p.m . Students $3: General $4

WEDNES DAY, October 10
SHAKES PEARE FILM SERIES: "Chimes at Midnight, " 303
James, 7 p .m.
NEW-OL D CINEMA : "Gertrud, " 110 Murkland . 7 p. m.
WORKIN G PREVIEW : A musical from the book by Studs Terkel.
·
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts 8 p.m. Admission $1
LECTUR E: "Onogene s in Differenti ation and Cancer," Dr.
Timothy E. O'Connor . LI03 Parsons, 8 p.m.

THURSD AY, October 11
BROWN BAG SERI ES : UN H Student Jazz Combo. Art Galleries.
Paul Arts, noon
ELLIOTT LECTUR ES ON EVOLUT ION: David Joravsky,
Darwinism and Politics: an authority on ideologica l control of
science . Strafford Room. MU B. I p.m.
WOMEN 'S STUDIES SEMINA R SERIES : "Women and
Science." Ruth Hubbard, Hillsborou gh-Sulliva n Room. MU B.
12:30-2 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY : Women vs. Northeast ern. Memorial Field. 3:30
p.m.
WOMEN 'S STUDIES SERIES SEMINA R: "The Social
Construct ion of Women\ Biology." Ruth Hubbard . Hillsborou ghSullivan Room. MU B. 4 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "LeBal." Strafford Room. MUB. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
: Admission $1.
WORKIN G: A musical from the book by. Studs Terkel. Johnson
Theater. Paul Arts. 8 p.m. General $5: Students, Faculty/ Staff,
Alumni . Senior Citizens $4.

FRIDAY, October 12
SOCCER : Women vs . Connectic ut, Death Valley Field, 3:30 p.m.
NH INTERNA TIONAL SEMINA R SERIES: "The Brazilian
Foreign Debt: A view from the Other Side." Maria Helena Moreira
Alves. Forum Room. Dimond Library. 4 p. m.
HOCKEY : Men vs. Michigan. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Reserved
$6: General $5
FACULTY LECTUR E SERIES: "Ocular Pulse Measurem ent
Devices- Thejr In vention and Their Future." Berkshire Room,
NEC. 8 p.m.
WORKIN G: A musical from the book by Studs Terkel. Johnson
Theater. Paul Arts. 8 p.m. General $5: Students, Faculty/ Staff.
Alumni and Senior Citizens $4
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HOM ECO MIN G IS AT THE NIP
FRIDAY
OLD IES NIG HT
with GARY BOIS SE
10¢ Cover - over 25 only 5¢ cover
(positiv e ID require d)

SATURDAY
TAI LGA TE AT THE NIP
OPE N 10:00 a.m.

STAR RING :
Rap- Tune writte n & produ ced
by "Jum pin" Joe Anto nio
Featu ring Al "Ski" McC lain
and "Roc ket" Rodn ey John son
ALSO:
NH Gent leme n - "NH Alma Mate r"
The Nota bles - '~Java Jive"
Being given away Oct. 8-12
inth eMl lB
from IO am-4 pm each day
M l JST bring your
C NH ID ·to receiv e
free recor d

Funded by P.F.O.
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NOTICES

----S ENA TE- ---

ACADEMIC
JAMES A. PURINGTON FELLOWSHIP:
Applications now being accepted. Applicants must
be master of science candidates who ha\c a strong
interest in field of agriculture and who arc planning
to pursue an occupation concerned with farming.
farm service industries. extension Wy)l_·k. or other
educational work directly related lo -the field of
agriculture. Students who hold a teaching or
research assistantship arc not eligible.
Applications available in Dean's Office. Room
201. Taylor Hall.

STlJDENTS FOR D'AMOURS FOR SENATE
ORGANIZATIO NAi. MEETING: En·nonc
welcome. Wedncsda). Octohcr 10. Belknap
Room. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP S: Minoritv
graduate fellowships and graduate fellowship;.
Application limited to individuals with no more ·
than 20 semester or 30 quarter hours cn:dit of
postbaccalaurcat c study in science or engineering
~tt time of application. Dcadlin·c is Nmcmhcr 21.
1984. For more information contact Mary Ellen
Wright. Horton Social Science. Room 105. 8622000 or the Graduate School at 862-2214.

UNH JUGGLING CLUB: I.earn to juggle! her)
Wednesday. Memorial Union. 7 to 11 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
BASKETBAL L AND VOI.I.EYBAI. I.
OFFICIALS NEEDED: Department of
Recreational Sports needs these officials. Paid
position. Call 862-2031 for more information.
INTRA MURAI. ROSTERS DUE: 3 on 3 ½ court
basketball rosters due Monday. October 15 in _
Room 151. Field House. Celtics tickets for winners
and runners-up. For more information call 8622031.
INTRAMURAi . CO-REC VOI.I.EYBALL
ROSTERS DUE: Sponsored b) Department of
Recreational Sports. Rosters due Monday.
October 15. Games begin Monday October 22. one
game per week for 5 weeks followed by playoffs.
Rosters in Room 151. Field House or.your sports
manager. Commuters pick up rosters in
Commuter/ Transfer Center. Memorial Union.
SKATING CLUB MEETING: Sponsored by .
Department of Recreational Sports.
lnfi:1rmational meeting for new members.
Wednesday. October IO. Snively Arena. 8:30 p.m.
Be ready to skate.
HOMECOMING IOK ROAD RACE: Sp_onsorcd
by Department of Recreational Sports. S~tu_rd~y.
October 13. Field House. 9 a.m. $5 latc registration
after Wednesday. October IO. No registration
taken after 8 a.m. dav of race.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIO NS
RUSSIAN COFFEE HOUSE: Sponsored by
Russian Club. Chance for students of Russian to
practice their conversation skills. Tuesday.
October 9. Room 16 Murkland. 4 p.m.
lJ NH HORSEMEN'S CLUB MEETING:
Sponsored by Animal Science Horsemen's Club. '
Discussing trip to NYC for national horse show.
intercollegiate horse show. dressage clinic and
outcome of fall training championships. Tuesday.
October 9. Room 214. Hamilton Smith 6 p.m.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Bring $15 for your
sweatshirts. Tuesday. October 9. Memorial lJ nion.
6 p.m.
NH OUTING CLUB SLIDE SHOW: Outdoor
adventure in Joshua Tree National Monument.
rock climbing and backpacking tours. Tucsda).
October 9. Room 2 I 5. Horton Social Science. 7 to
9 p.m.

JAPANESE CLUB TALK: Talk on Japanese
moral and ethics. Wednesday. October IO. Room
IO. ·M urkland. noon.

STATE SENATOR I.EO I.ESSA RD: Sponsored
b\' Democratic Student Organization. Senator
1:cssard will ha\'c a table in the Memorial Union lo
talk with students on Monda\. Cktohcr 8.
Tuesday. October 9. Thursday~ Octohcr 11.
Friday. Octohcr 12. Monday October 15. and
Tuesday. October 16 from noon lo I :30 p.m.

RESOURCE ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING:
Undeclared and other majors welcome. I.earn
ahoul opportunities in Rcs~rnrcc Economics. get
in\'olved with the cluh. Thursda,. Room 323.
·
.lames. 12:30 o .m.

<continued from page I)
alterations cheaper an_d easier. said.
The updated constitution
Davis said.
The printing of an entirely will be finished by the end of
new booklet is expensive. he the next semester. according to
Davis.

Lets talk
baby
talk

UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Sponsored
by Department of Recreational Sports. Training
times: Monda\'. Tuesda,. Wcdncsda\'. Thursda\'.
3:30 lo 5 p.m.:· Monday: Wcdnesda) .·Thursday:9
lo 10:30 a.m .: Tuesda\'. Thursda,. 6 lo 7:30 a.111 .
Call 862-2031 for 11101:e informal~on.
DURHAM NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN
MEETING: Wedncsda\'. Octoher 10. Room 310.
McConnell. 7:30 p.m. ·
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN MEETING: Org ..ini1ation to
promote women's interests. Promotingda)-ca re in
Seacoast. also in mentors for nontraditional
students. Barbara Jones or Non-traditional
Student Program. guest speaker. how AAlJW can
help women students al UN H . Thursday.Octobe r
11. Faculty Center. 4 to 5:30 p.m.

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement. Wednesday. October IO.
Room 203. Huddleston. I :30 to 4 p.m.
MUB HEAi.TH RESOURCE BOOTH:
Sponsored by Health Seniecs. Qualified medical
personnel gi\'e blood pressure and weight checks
and health education. Monda,·s and Wcdncsdm,s.
Hall outside Strafford Room. Memorial Union : 1 I
a.m. to I :30 p.m . No charge. part of student health
fee.

COLD Cl.IN IC: Sponsored by Health Sen ices.
Basement. Hood House. Monda\'. 10 a.m . to 2
p.m .. Tuesda) through Friday. 11 a.m.-3 p.m .
SPIRITED & NON-SPIRITED BEVERAGE
DEMONSTRAT ION: Sponsored by Health
Scr\'iccs. Thursda). Octobc,: 11. Sawyer. 7 p.m.
and Friday. October 12. Stoke. 10:30 p.m.
• UN H FOOD COOPERATIVE : Open to .all.
Monda)!'. and Thursdays. Room 14A. Hubbard.4
to 6 p.m. Good selection or whole grains. cheese!'..
herbs , teas and spices.

TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored h) Campus
Crusade for Christ. Tucsda,·. October 9. Room
·
204-206. Horton. 7 p.m .
INTERVARSITY CHRIS.I IAN FU .l.OWSHIP
FILM: Film #4 or Beck) Pippea's .. Out or the
Saltshaker" film series. Wednesdm. October 10.
Coos Room. Memorial Union. 6:3() p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRODUCTION
TR YOlJTS: Tr\'<Hlls for .. Loot" corned, b, Joe
Orton. directed° hy John Edwards. Op~n to all
UN H student hod\' members. Sunda,. Octohcr 14
and Monday. October 15. Johnson ·Theater.Paul
Arts. 7:30 p.m. Scripts for adrnm:c reading
available in Room M-211. Paul Arts.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING: Wednesday.
October 10. Room IOI. Murkland. 4 p.m.

BAGEi. BREAKFAST: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center. Every Wednesday.
Underwood House. 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. Call 8623647.

LUN ETT E OPT IQU E
LICENSED OPTICIAN S
LARGEST SELECTION
OF EYEGLASSES IN THE
ENTIRE SEACOAST!!! !

Now through October 31st
BUY ONE PAIR OF EYE
GLASSE S, GET

2nd PAIR
1/2 PRICE
455 Central Ave., Dover, N.H.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 P.M.
i d a y 9 - 8 P.M ______.
r
~
- 2094- - - - .
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 749

a musical
from the book by Studs Terkel
adapted by Steven Schwartz and Nina Faso
songs by Craig Camelia, Micki Grant
Mary Rodgers and Susan Birkenhead,
Steven Schwartz, James Taylor
directed by Carol Lucha Bums
musical direction by Chris Lem y
cho,eography by Gay Nardone

.iohnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
October11-13
and 18-20 at 8 p.m.
October 17-at 2 p.m.
Preview: October 10 at 8 p.m.
General: $5
UNH students, employees/alumni; and senior citizens: $4
Previews: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
DinMr 1hNta' Package New England Center Restaurant

Young' s Restaur ant
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-2688
.
h f II . . · .
YOUNG'S . . .
otfcnng t e o owing specials from
.•
Wed 10/ 10 to Tues 10/ 16

BREAKFAS T SPECIAL
French Toast with butter and syrup served with
coffee or tea ...... $1 . 60

LllNCHEON SPECIAL
Bar-B-Oued Beef served on a Sesame Bun
· with trench fries ... .. $1. 90

DINNER SPECIAi.
Fried Haddock Dinner served with mashed
potatoes or trench fries, salad and a
roll. .... $3.60
All our soups and Beef Stew are Homemade
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ering quality used
fall and winter clothin ·g
tor bar~a in prices at ...

-SP EAK ER( continue d from page I)
very well qualified people
running for that office" said
John Davis. president of the
student body, and he expressed
confidenc e in Gustafson.
Gustafs on was vicepresident of Sawyer Hall last
year and served on the senate in
1982 / 83 school year.
Although five seats reserved
for commute rs remain open, 90
percent of the senate positions
have been filled. Davis said.
"It's the first time so many
people have been found this
early in the semester ." he said.

11. aaora1·1_ Church nrm 11111
Open Thursdays, 10-5
Main Street, Durha m

_The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic )Car. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham. N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monda) - Frida) 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscriptio n:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham.N H 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible fortypogra phical or other errors. but will reprint that part ofan
ad,ertiseme nt in which a typographic al error appears. if notified
immediatel y. POSTMAS TER: send address cha,nges to The New
Hampshire, 151 MU B. UN H. Durham. NH. 03824. I0.000 copies per issue
rinted b · Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine.
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This
little old lady
has arthritis. For more information.
contact your local
Arthritis Foundation
chapter.

A

ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION

Studen ts $6
Faculty /staff $8 in advanc e
Genera l public and all tickets
atthed oor$1 0
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Beef Burritos
Friioles- Pinto Be~ns
Mexican Rice
Tortilla Soup
BI a ck Be an Sou P

i::~:::::::::~::::::~

. h Hen/Ric e Dressing
,
RO as t Co r ni s
spi n a Ch A Ifr edG
Baked Stuffed Tomatoe s

: =·· ••
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Preferable Qualities in applicants:

1

;~:;~~ ~;'.~; ;;;, ~anor

The N evv Ham psh ire

Genera ting ( once per year) and mainta ining a
subscr iption mailin g list
Appro ximate ly 4 hours per week
Sendin g out issues of the pa per twice per week
Mainta in billing file

:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•

::==================

Quesadi llas-Che ese Tacos

L---------~-~--------------~--------------------' _...._.._____~----------------------...,......___.------------......--..--------~

Job duties entail:

0 ct ob er 9- 1 5

-Com pensa ted Posit ionApplica tions availabl e Rm 108 MUB
Deadlin e for applicat ions: Oct. 12

I

················~•.·

~~;~;~;;;~;~~~~~;~!;j

:::::::~::::::~:::

corn Saute
Cream of Cheese Soup
·
Vegetab le Soup
Bak~d Apple with Caramel Glaze
Thursda y. October 11
A Taste of France
Cream of Sorrel Soup
Pea Soup St. Germain
I
Beef Burgund y
Ratatoui lle Provenca
Green Beans with Almonds
Sauteed New Potatoes
Apple Tarte Tatin
Friday, October 12
Columbu s Day
·th White Clam Sauce
.
.
Linguine w1
Mostacc ioli
Sicilian Spinach
Scallope d Eggplan t
Cream of Asparag us Soup
Minestro ne Soup

:::~:: ::::ber 1
5

Desire to do a job well, respon sibility
Some experie nce with compu ters
Some typing ability
Defens ive driving helpful , but not require d

...

Viva Mexico

1-800-952-3335

Circ ulat ion Man ager

···················•~'\,

·········

Tuesday, October 9

Memoria l Union Ticket Office 862°229 0
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday- Friday

is lookin g for applic ants
for the positi on of

·······

Jet us prepare lunch for you.

Friday, Octobe r 26 at 8 p.m.
Johnso n Theate r

l'hOIO by Dou~ T"ylor

.

········ ············· ············

MUB CAFETERIA

presente d by the UNH Celebrity Series
5t,1<.-y 5h<>rtrun. Nebr,\Sk.1 Ch.1r>t<>r

.

Fuel tor Thought
Zucchini -Potato Frittata
Chicken Midterm
Calculat ing Corn
Spinach
Hearty Vegetab le Soup
Cheese Soup .
Lemon Loaf

I
\.=~·.=l
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--------TICKETS-----------

*****

Subscribe to
¥-¥-¥-¥-¥ The New Hampshire.

(contmued from page I)

be no reserved seats. Tl-iis is to
allow friends to sit together
who ma y have purchased
tickets separately, Mooradian
said.
:
WHITEHOIJS E OPTICIANS., INC.
Mooradian talked to athletic
directors from many different
schools in making his decision.
"A lot of schools do this,
:
Complete eyeglass servH·e
students come in
where
•
• advance of the game,"
Prescriptions - filled, <lu1>lieated.,
said.
: Mooradian
frames repaired - sunglasses
The UN H hockey team is
now in a new league, the
• Hockey East. This will be the
Dover Drug Building 6 Broadway. Dover
: first year that the league has
742-1744
Wed. & Sat. 8:30-12:00 : been active. For games against
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, 8:30-5:30
the Western and Central

•:·············· ·············· ·············· ••·•
••
•••
•:
•
••

.•
:

••
:
:

:

••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

expand Snively in 1969 and
1971. At that time it would
have cost $400,000. We could
have gained that back in ticket
sales. Now that would cost $1.4
million. Ticket sales won't
cover the costs ."
"In order for such a
renovation - to be done,
cooperation would have to
come from the Athletic
Department, the U nivcrsity
and the State," Mooradian
said .
Repair of the tennis courts,
football stadium bleachers and
indoor track has to be looked at
first, Mooradian said.

Collegiate Hockey Associations, tickets will cost $3 extra,
payable when they arc picked
up.
Two hundred tickets are
exchanged between schools for
each visiting game .
Because Wisconsin has such
a large following, they had
re4uested 500-800 tickets for
their game against UNH. Only
200 were given out though,
Mooradian said.
When asked about a possible
expansion of Snively Arena,
Mooradian replied that it
would be expensive.
"We had the opportunity to

- Consider it:

FITNESS
for the p,rice of
one hambur,er
We know how important fitness is
to you, and we therefore have made it
both fun and affordable. For less than
the price of one hamburger per day,
you can participate in any number of
fun and affordable fitness activities. On
top of that, you will be a member of
one of the area's finest clubs.

LJ AerobICS
□

Fitness Classes
Nautilus
□ Swimming
□ Racquetball
□

••
••
•
••
•
••
••
••

□ And much more!

All for less than
the price of one
hamburger a day!

Call today!

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
.........z.- -

$.99

-

-

-

That's all it takes
for you to be a
member until
December 31
''Bus routes available

•

Thursday, Oct. 11
NOW SOUND EXPRESS

••
••

Friday, Oct. 12
TIL TUESDAY

••

&
STILL MISSING

•••
•

Saturday, Oct. 13
D.J. Ed Galvin

••
••

Next Week!.' MAX CREEK

•

Doors open at 8:00 pm
UNH ; Positive ID re4u·ircd.
Admission age 18 and older.

············~-·

,..-W""

lllalllll~. . .

TH£
PSYCHO LOGY DEPART MENT
presents a colloquim on
~
~

COOL AID

~

.·.·.......·.·.·.·.·.·.
..............
.................·.·.·.·.·.·,.
..............·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·
~

r
~

RECENT
DEVELO PMENTS itt
Bcl1aviora1 Mct,icittc
. . . . . . . . . . .. . ...

"Someo ne to Talk to"
862-229 3

.....................................
,I

~

~

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

~

~

~

6 p.m. - midnight

by

C. VG£N£ WAL1{£R P.H.D.,
Anyw~ere in New Hampshire
800-582-7341

Director of Pediatric Psycholosy at the
University of Oklahoma
Health 0ciences Center

or "Drop-I n"
Baseme nt Schofie ld-

......................................................
~

~

~

Thursday, October. 11
3:30 - Parsons L-103
. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .......... . . . .

~

~

Home comin g Week end
M uso prese nts ...
Thursd ay, Octobe r 11th

-?
'l

St_rafford Room
In the MUB

.

Shows at 7 & 9:30

NOW
.

SOUND

~v;,o
1}

Students:

$

1 _00

EXPRESS

Public: $2.00

in the

MUB PUB

Friday , Octobe r 12th
in the

MUB PUB

Students: $3.50
Public: $5.00
Don't miss this great band!

'til Tuesday

S /Jet~ial Guest: Still Missing

Saturd ay, Octobe r 13th
"Rockin ' llomcom ing '84"
Con1e to the

MUB PUB

to ,hear a great DJ playing
all of your fav.o rites !

UNH ID/PROO F OF AGE NEEDED
FOR ALL MUB PUB EVENTS
Doors open at 8:00 pm
No one under 18 Admitted
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A person who serves as an intermediary
to reconcile differences
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THE UNH MEDIATION
PROJECT INVITES
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All Interested Faculty, Staff, and StudentSTo Observe a Simulated Mediation Session
If You are Interested in Becoming

0
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Beyond War:
A.New Way of
Thinking
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Ann Schultz
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Prof., Inter. Studies
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a Trained Mediator or
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Clark Univeuity
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Want Additional lnformatj,on on the Mediation Process m
COME TO AN INFORMATION SESSION
~

z

TUES.DCT.9
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Wednesday, October 17
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SMlTH HALL
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Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm,MUB
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UNH. MEDIATION PROJECT, SERVICE OF DIVISION OF ~
•
STUDENT AFFAIRS
.
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TELEPHONE TAPE.LINE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
-

and

·Cool-Aid, Inc.

TAPES AVAILABLE
862-3554

Anxiety and Possible ways10
Cope with it ......•... 30

Depression as a Life Style ..... 433

How to Deal with Depression .. 432

Becoming Independent from
Parents .............. 478

Early Signs of an Alcohol
Problem .............. 16O

How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32

\

862-2293
··somt'OI)(' lo

htl k lo •.

, A PriYale Anon~ mous Resour:(·e
Self ~ssertiveness ...... 402
Standing Up for Yourself .. 1O

How to Handle Fears ........... 33

Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ................ 71

Building Self-Esteem and
Confidence ........... 35

Expressing Negative Thoughts
and Feelings .............. 6

:I nfatuation or Love .......... 70

Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Coping with Stress .... 38

Female Homosexuality ....... 2O

Male ·Hom_osexuality............. 21

Types of Intimacy ........... 3

Dating $kills ......... 18

Female Sex Roles .......... 39

Male Sex Roles ................ 4O

Understanding Jealousy and How
to Deal with it ............. 9

Dealing with Anger. .... 8

Fighting Constructively ..... 5

Relaxation Exercises ........... 37

Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent ................ 479

Friendship Building ......... 1

Responding to Suicidal Feelings
of Others .................... 492

The Value and Use of Self-Talk.:36

Helping a Friend ........... 9O

Death and Dying ... .... .84
Dealing with Constructive
Criticism ...... .. .... .. 7

"

How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship .... ...... 83 ·

What is Counseling and how to
Use it .. ....... .'.......... 61
What is Depression.-....... 431

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:0Q-12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wish to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
_ _ _ __._don't hc;tng up when the tape_is over, and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line.;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;-;;;-;;;;~~~~~~~~~.;-.;-.;-.;-~IIIIIS
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STUDENT GOVERNM ENT ALCOHOL SURVEY

(continued from page 2)
"You 'II notice most cheers
today are incomprehensib le,
unlike this one," Houston said.
The event is officially
sanctioned by a presidential
proclamation of Sept. 24, 1964.
authorizing people to celehrate
October 9 with "appropriate
exercises in suitable places in
the land." according to
Peterson.

2
I. How strongly do you agree / disagree that the
drinking age in N. H. should be raised to 21?
2. How strongly do you agree / disagree that N.H.
should have more stringent drunk driving laws?
3. How strongly do you agree/ disagree that local
police and public safety officers should strictly
enforce drunk driving laws?
4. How strongly do you agree / disagree that all
convicted drunk drivers should go to jail?

Tempor~HY
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Office Support
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs To You

5. How satisified / dissatisified are you with the

POHTS~10UT H

8.Please check in the blank for the answer that
applies to you. Check only one answer per
question.

UN H policies regarding the drinking of alcoholic
beverages?

HAMPTON

ablc 1
E

- - R S

.

-

O

- -

N

-N

2
strongly
disagree
I
strongly
disagree

2

2
very
dissatisfied

7. Do you feel the federal government has the right
to impose a mandatory national drinking age?

603-926-6787
\ 1A .. N . H .. l\·1E .

.. - - - --

2

4

3
neutral

4

3
neutral

4

3
neutral

4

3
neutral

4

5
strongly
agree

5
strongly
agree

5
strongly
agree

5
strongly
agree
5
very
satisified

6. What do you think the drinking age in N .H.
should be?

603-436-1151

p

strongly
disagree
I
strongly
disagree

3
neutral

E

yes_no_

a. I am: _male _female
b. I am a: _freshman _senior -Junior
_sophomor e _grad

L

I

Please return to any one of the dining halls, the Commuter Transfer Center or the Student Senate Alcohol
Awareness Display in the MUB today.

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----~ ---J

NON-T RADIT IONAL STUDE NT PROGR AM
Underwood House - 17 Rosemary Lane Durham, N. H.

UN H is not just for 18 year olds!
HOURS:

Mt>oday
Tuesday
\Xed11¥§pay.
Thursclay

fridaf

- 8;~~1 a.,Jl·rto ~}~~~J:iij1)
4:~0 P;: llh
-g:~l}a.n1.to

~~~'. ~],1.

a. ~C ~~
- K.:.i~ a.mt·
to 4;p0 p.p:1.
-~qp

·- ~t©~<a".Qi+ t~1 J;OO 1>:dPi1 •

SERVICE S AVAILAB LE:
Drop-in center and lounge, study :,,pace with typewriters, information and referral, resorce files, course
evaluations , parent emergency locator service, newsleller, and meeting rooms.

CALEND AR OF EVENTS:
Every Wednesday. 8:30-10:30~ Bagel Breakfast.

* Wednesday, October 10th. 5:00prn-8:00p m
POTLUCK DlN N ER/ Baby Boomer Trivial fursuit Night (child care will be provided).

* Wednesday, October 17th~ 8:00am-9:00a m
STUDY SKll_LS/ E\-a,n Taking Stratagies U'orkslwp presemed hy TASK.

*

Saturday, October 20th
Hf Kt:-A-DA Y-A WA Yfor srudem.,, and children.

* Tuesda>;s, October 23 - November 20. 2:00pm-4:00pm ·
CAREER/ LIFE PLANNING SUPPORT GROUP Learn ab9ut _nmr interes1s. skills. and work vulue~r in
Career/ l,U'e choices. Co-.\ponsored hy Cart'er Planning & Placen1<!11i Ojfice

* Saturday~ November 17th
AJt:ET.QTff./;R f~ .f!.E'N1."S & .[HllDREN during morning activi1ies, co-sponsored by Fireside Siajf
* For more information and to R.S.V.P., call
862 ..3647

For for future programs in Calendar/ Notice Section
The New Ham shire.

·
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( continued from page 5)

436-1808
Now accepting reservations
for Christmas Parties fo·r
20 to 300 people

Brink, a 1977 graduate of
University of Maine at Orono
explained he worked as a
surveyor before becoming
involved with IVCF.

Entertainment this Fri. and Sat.
Mr. Guy and the 3 piece band

According to Gorke. a lot of
people have some knowledge of
God or religion in general and
are ultimately in search for the
truth. According to Gorke,
Christ has stated he is truth.

~;;I :Ii:I....\~~~,•.·.
:;:;,;:;,:-:•:•:

,., . . .

"We're here to get people to
start thinking about God. We
want to remind people that
God
exists and Christ came for
Yamaha YCS-400 4" dual-cone car speakers.
Reg. $60
$49 pr. a purpose.

IF YOU BUY YOUR CAR SYSTEM FROM AND HAVE IT INSTALLED
BY TWEETER, WE DOUBLE THE LENGTH OF THE REGULAR
NUFACTURERS' WARRANTIES. .
pine 7150 cassette receiver with auto reverse.
$139
pine 7162 cassette receiver with digital push-

eg. $160

button tuning, auto seek, auto reverse. Reg. $250

$219
pine 7263 cassette receiver with digital pushbutton tuning, auto reverse, built-in 16-watt-per$279
channel amp. Reg. $299
Alpine 3023

7-band graphic equalizer with
built-in 18-watt-per-channel amp. Reg. $150 $139

All Alpine Car Speakers
25% Off Regular Prices!
20% Off All Kenwood
Car Speakers In Stock
Special Kenwood Buy We got a great deal on

-..i~

Yamaha YCS-600 6.5-inch two-way speakers
with angled tweeters for better dispersion.
Reg. $100
$79

pr.

Boston Acoustics 741 two-way car speakers
· with woofers & tweeters in separate cabinets.
Tweeter can go just about anywhere. Reg. $150
·
$129 pr.
Boston Acoustics C700 two-way flush-mount
$139 pr.
speakers. Reg. $198
All Demonstrator Nakamichi Car Stereo
Components 30% Off
Nakamichi BX-1 professional-quality home

Yamaha YCS-690 6" x 9" two-way speakers
with angled tweeters for better dispersion.
Reg. $140
$109

pr.
All In-Stock Pioneer Car
Speakers 30% Off
Kenwood KRC-2000 cassette receiver with dig-

cassette deck (make your own car tapes!) with
Dolby NR.
$259

Nakamichi EX II C-90 cassettes. Reg. $5.40
$2.99
Nakamichi SX C-90 cassettes. Reg. $6.30 $3.49
Nakamichi ZX C-90 cassettes. Reg. $9.00 $5.99

ital push-button tuning, auto reverse, ANRC II noise
reduction. Reg. $259
$199

Kenwood KRC-3100 cassette receiver with ·
digital push-button tune~ auto seek, ANRC II NR.
Reg. $300
$229

factory re-packaged car speakers from Kenwood:
KFC-121 5" dual-cones. Reg. $39
$15 pr.

Kenwood KRC-626

removable cassette
receiver. Unit easily pulls out of dash for safe storage
in trunk. Digital tuner, Dolby TM B&C noise reduction.
$349
Great unit - very hot. Reg. $480

push-button tuner, auto seek, computerized transport, Dolby NR. Reg. $400
$279
push-button tuner, auto seek, Dolby NR, Yamaha
"Spatial Expan~ion" circuit. Reg. $480
$339

KFC-6920 6" x 9" two-ways. Reg. $99
KFC-6910 6" x 9" three-ways. Reg. $149

$29 pr.
$29 pr.
$45 pr.
$45 pr.

Proton 222 22-watt-per-channel car power amp.
$139
ADS 200cc mini two-way speakers in cabinets.
~~~
$~9~
ADS 300cc mini two-way speakers in cabinets.
R~. $349
$299 pr.
ADS 300i two-way flush-mount speakers.
Reg. $269
$229 pr.
ADS 315i two-way flush-mount speakers with
separate tweeter~. Reg. $319
$279 pr.
ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel car power amp.
Reg. $259
$219
Boston Acoustics 704 4" dual-cone speakers.
Reg. $49.95
$39 pr.

Yamaha YPA-400 18-watt-per-channel car
power amp with switchable "car acoustics" equalizer circuit. Reg. $200
$169

Yamaha YPA-800 four-channel car power amp.

Benzi Boxes make your stereo easily removable
from dash for safe storage.
15% O

40 watts per channel. Can convert to two-channel
$299
amp. Reg. $350

Alpine 8200 auto alarm system.
$399 lnstalle
Just out.

Some Quantities Limited

PREGNANCY
~PRIMER(S)
mvoid
al~ohol, drugs,
smoking,
infection.
your
intake of
nutritious

Yamaha YCR-700 cassette receiver with digital

KFC-161 6.5" two-ways. Reg. $59

Amidst a lot of joking,
laughing, and friendly
conversation, members of
IVCF broke into a chorus of a
song "Father I Adore You."

li}oost

Yamaha YCR-500 cassette receiver with digital

KFC-103 4" dual-cones. Reg. $65

The weekly meeting opened
up with a group prayer
followed by important
announcements for that week.
A female member got up in
front of the group to explain
the group's purpose to any
newcomers.

~
············•··········•···················••·

·<uI::•·••••?•••·•·•,.9

t1i~

··············•··•·········

•I:•:

~~~e~e '
520 Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600
Fox Run Mall, Newington 431-9700

food.

ch::rt~/\

m

vanetyJ

are
about
yourself
and your
unborn baby.

e., contact your local chapter.c-D
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Po sts cr ip ts

0

Q

~~.t\J:~"f.t\J:

.

~A~ ~

TOYS-HALLMARK CAQDS-GlfTS "YQ~
AND

th e ne w bo ok ·'n ca rd lo ft
bo ok s-m us ic- ca rd s-p os te rs

AM
52 (FO RM ERL Y AR BY 'S) AN D 64 MA IN ST. DU RH

Po sts cri pts Tue 10/ 9

bo ok lof t Tu e 10 / 9

20% OFF STATIONERY, GIFT WRA P,
BOW S, PARTY GOO DS, HJ..LLOWEEN
DEC ORA TION S-MA KE-U P-AN D
COS TUM ES, FRAM ES,
ALBU MS AND MUG S

BUY ONE POSTER AT FULL
PRICE GET A SECOND
COM PAR ABLY PRICED POSTER
AT 1 /2 PRICE
NEW STOCK

Po sts cri pts Wed 10/ 10

bo ok lof t We d 10 /10

20% OFF ALL TOYS, DOLL S
.. S_TUFFED ANIM ALS & PUZZLES

Po sts cri pts Thurs 10/11
RECEIVE A 20¢ STAM P FREE
WITH EACH GREETING CARD OF
AT LEAS T 50¢ VALU E PURC HASE D
(whil e they last)

40% OFF BOOKS*
*MUS IC & TEXT BOO KS NOT
INCL UDED ·

bo ok lof t thu rs 10/ 11
20% OFF STATIONERY, MUG S ·
STICKERS, KEYC HAIN S,
INVIT ATIO NS,
T-SHIRTS, AND OTHER FUN STUFF

RE GI ST ER TO W IN
A Chil ds Birt hda y
f>arty Package:
Paper Goo ds & Favors
For 8, Ice Cre am,
HeliL:Jm Ball oon s,
a $10 .00 Gift -De live red

A Stuf fed Anim al
or
Doll or
Toy
$25 .00 Valu e

A Fram ed
Ted dy Bea r Pos ter
$25 .00

$10 0.00
Wor th of Books
You r Cho ice

plu s free bal loon s, and oth er sur pri ses
VISA -MAS TER CAR D-AM EX-P URC HASE ORDERS
52 AND 64 MAIN STRE ET-D URH AM-8 68-6 383 or 868- 9661

•
c.
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Editorial
Reagan' s debate .d isaster
On Sunday evening our two presidential
candidates debated in Louisville for 90
minutes. The sesssion, which qualified more as
a joint press conference than a debate, showed
voters two very different men with some
political similarities. More than displaying
particular stands on the issues, we saw a rare
glimpse of what Ronald Reagan is really
capable of.

For the first time in several years Mr.
Reagan entered the same room as
representatives of the press and was not in
complete command of the questions . . It
showed Mr. Reagan was, frankly, inept. He
was frequently unclear, unsure of his facts and
seemingly incapable of maintaining a train of

thought. This may result from the fact that his
job is uncomprehensibly demanding, but a
man with such a job should be more capable of
logical presentation, as befits our Head of
State.

It was disheartening to see the man on-stage.
usually so polished and dignified before the
camera. floundering, resembling the ailing
Muhamad Ali. Perhaps Mr. Reagan looked so
bad precisely because he ordinarily looks so
good . It is the impeccable image of Mr. Reagan
that we a re accustomed to. In the long · run
these debates could harm Mr. Reagan\
campaign far more than any debates have ever
hurt a political candidate before.

Last night Mr. Mondale may have received
the impetus his campaign so badly needed.
Before that debate Mr. Mondale\ showing in
the polls was weak. Many watching last night
_will perceive Mr. Mondale as the winner on
composure alone. which he certainly was. If
Walter Mondalc't.'an continue his showing in
October 25\ debate then he ma) not be out of
this election yet.
Mr. Reagan will have to spend a great deal
more time preparing for the upcoming debate
than he did for this most recent one. If he does
not. we are doomed on that t.:\:ening to suffer
through what can be considered an
embarrassmt.:nt to the office of the President.

Duarte's peace initiativ e
Today before the l) nited Nations General
Assembly El Salvadorian President Jose
Napolean Duarte invited the rebel leaders in
his country to meet him in order that they
might discuss a possible end to the civil war in
which that country is now engaged. If all goes
as planned the president will meet the rebels at
10 a.m. on October 15.
Duarte deserves the . full support of the
Uriited Nations, the American government
and all of the free world for this momentous
step toward stabilizing one of the most
troubled areas in the western hemisphere. If

this is a sincere move on his part and if the
rebels accept his offer to negotiate a peace then
Duarte shall be among the great diplomats in
Central America.
. It seems that the effects of the war on El
Salvador are finally being realized by the
president of that country. This move on the
part of Duarte·could mark the beginning of a
new style, of diplomacy in Central America. A
style of diplomacy that deals with problems
· rather than tries to eliminate them by
murdering all those who bring the problem to
light. Duarte also said he would be willing to

discuss the possibilities of a general amnesty
for political prisoners in his country.
This softening of the hard line by Duarte
should be encouraged by the Reagan
administration and a negotiated peace should
be sought with diligence and enthusiasm.
• At last one of the leaders of the war torn
countries in Central America is making a
legitimate attempt to solve the problems his
country rather than trying to hide behind the
weapons his country has purchased from one
of the super powers.

Letters
Wo,nen's
Center
To the Editor:
This letter is in rdcrcncc to thL'
responses, concerning my letter of
I 0-2-X4 .

castrating. bearded leshiam (\.\ho
• lilt weight in excess). thrn , <HI
should read the lollo\.\ing Rall(_iom
H ousc dictionary definition .... " ( oJ
the · word '"feminist") .
I intended to dispel! the L'\ er-sopopular misconception that all
feminists arc lesbians. and that all
lesbian~ arc g.rotcs4uc. castrating.
masculine creatures.

I feel I have not. as one woman
wrote the lJ NH Women's Center.
"illuminated an attitude which ·
·1herl' happen to hL· some
apparent!) p1-c\ails at the lJ NH
lesbians ill\ol\ed \\ith the l ll\H
· Women's Center." I had
Women's CL'llll'r. hut till'\"
sarcasticallv rdcrrcd to a
CL'rtainl> do not fit the L'.\ample 1;1
· particular prejudiced description
the kshia 11 stercotypL' I rl'krrl'd to.
of lesbians. because this was an
StercotypL's arl' usl'd \\ ith g.cnuinl'
actual phrase I heard in a sincl'rity. hy prL'_judicL· d.
coll\crsation with a man ." I do not
misinlormL·d indi,iduals. Because
consider lesbians to he 'tilth\.
I did not rcler to thl' sterl'ol) pc
bearded and \iolent creaturcs.'a1{d
,, ith g_L·nuinl' sincerity. hut "ith
I NEVl-:R stated this to he 111\
sarcastic mcrtoncs. I feel I am not
personal philosophy. or that of the a prc_judicl'd. misinlorim·d person.
UNH Women's Center. In fact. I
madc certain to note . in my letter.
that my \.\riling "'docs not
I am proloundly insultl'd to ha\L'
necessarily represent the \ ic\.\s of
my \\ords intnpretl'd a\ '"a !-.ind ol
the Women's Center collective.·•
bigotry ." Bigotry is nactl> ,,lwt I
"trug.gle against. I am sorr> to ha\L·
To the woman who wrote thL'
insultl'd an> one . lor tlii" ,,a.., 1wt
lJ N H Women\ CL·ntcr: Do not
Ill) i111L'11tio11 . I can 0111) apologi1L'
hold the entire Women\ Center
lor )Olli mi-.intnprL'lation ol 111,
responsible lor 111) letter. If you arc
\.\ Ordin g. and I lwpL· that \ Ott
going to \elll )Ollr lll111CCCSSal")
u11dcrst ;111d that I am ·1101
anger. direct it to\.\ard,s ml' . I \\roll'
l10n10phohic. hi go tl'd ;1 nd did not
the letter. I sig.nL·d it. not th e
inlL'nd . as Ol1L' 111 ;111 \\ro ll' ll1L' . ·to
collecti\L·.
\ ll flfl<H I l ;1h L· 1111 ;1gn. a nd
ult ima tl'I> hL· llll \llflporti\L' ol t hL·
I 11 m> let tcr. I \.\ rote: ".J ust in
\ er, pl·opk lwpL· to hL·lp. ·
ca s c t h L' \\ or d ·· l-T M I '.\ I S.I .,
co11_1urL's up 1ma gL'S ol "mcll:,.
.lill o ui '-L' BrL'\ laun
0

To the Editor:
Michael Kopsick\ article "Can
The Center hold'!" \.\as dcstro,cd
b) a ,cry crucial Ila\\. Alan Fr~·L'd
was pcrsecutcd hy the l!S
g.O\ crnment lor />O/J1tfari::i11g black
music. not ignoring it. And they
got him. too. Dick Clark\
continued success hin!.!cd 011 his
la\oring. \\hitc music ;1,cr black.
Your error loiled an> point you
hoped to make. lor \.\h) \\ould thL·
government and sociL·ty hound
anyonl' ,,ho \\as aiding \\hill'
suprcmaq ·!
Pa) ola \\as and is common
r•·acticc in all forms of radio.
Howe,n. the payola trials of the
1950\ \-\L'IL' a di1cct assault 011 the
prolikration ol the ".Jung.le Beat."
and a dc,cstating. attack 011 hlack
A 111 e r i c ;t 11 111 u s i c 's g. re a t e s t
supporter Alan l·recd . \.\ho \.\as
11L'\er e\cn con\ ictl'd.
It showl'd a terrihk lack of
insight to compare Alan I·rl'cd to
Pat Boone ;1nd M .I V. a ml•to :-,a y he
"ig.norcd"hlackartists. Alan lrcL·d
coinl'd t hl' term "rock · 11 ' roll " lrom
l\ ri cs he hL·ard o n th l' ra ce reco rds
l1e p l.l)L'd a t a blu es radi o sta ti o n in
C IL'\ L' land . I 11 :\ n, Yor 1-. . o 11 W 11\ S
ra di o. he \\ as rL's poth i hk Im hla d
re co rds hrl'a l-.in g int o th L' \\ hit c
consumer market. A lan h·eL·d """
the singular lrn-ce hL·hi11d the
rl'cord in g :-,u cce-.s and perfo rming

careers of Chuck Berry and Bo
Diddcly. among !"llan~ others.
while he also sa \.\ I it to re\ itali/c
the careers of older _jump blues
performers . such as Big .Joe
Turner.
Brian Hacken
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University Forum
Interest Rates Will Fall
In my opinion there is and will be downward
pressure on interest rates for the rest of the year
which will cause the rates to end up lower in
December than the y are now. My anal ysis is based
mainl y upon the monetary policy of the Federal
Reserve. the budget deficit of the Federal
Government. the expectations of inrlation in the
econom y. and how the econom y is acting and
reacting at present.
My first hint at lower rates has been coming fn_>m
the econom y. In the last three months (tl~1rd
4uarter) . th e econom y has be~n slowing
considcrahlJ . The estimates now given I or the
growth in (j i\ P for !_he third an~ . f<_n1rth 4uarter
range from three to live percent. I his means that
after consumer spending slowed over the summer.
business spending or investment is following suit
and slowing. With this decline in business
investment comes a decline in demand for funds.
This decline in the demand for loanable funds.
keeping the suppl y constant. translates into a drop
in the interest rates because it is a cause and not an
effect.

Another factor to consider from the economy is
capacity utilization . .Since consu~1cr sp~ndi_ng has
peaked out and is dropping. capacit y utilm1t1o_n has

peaked. out at a . rate of aro~nd ei¥,ht y-t wo perc~nt
and probabl y wtll drop. Usmg this as a proxy for
the return on in vestment I can say that I expect the
return on investment to drop also . If this happens
then firms will have less incentive to invest because
their costs will be greater than their return . and
demand for loanable funds will decrease again.
Another factor about capacit y ~1tili1ation is t_hat as
it rises 4uickly in the short run 1t tends to dri ve up
prices because of overtime etc .... but since it has
peaked there should be no fear of inflation from this
source.

The Federal Reserve. at the moment. seems to be
casing their crcdi.t policy. This also would put
downward pressure on interest rates because there
would be an increase in the amount of loanable
funds available. In my opinion the Federal Reserve
will continue to ease credit because at the moment
MI is in the middle of the Fed's target range for
growth, which this year is between four and eight
percent. This means that the Fed has room to play
around a little bit. Since the economy is slowing.
and inflation seems to be fairly stable and low the
Fed has no choice but to ease credit by pumping in
more funds to lower the interest ra tc. and try to get
the economy to pick up again. This could raise fears .

Allything But . The Facts
Good or had. Ronald Reagan will
prohahl~ win a second presidential
term on Novcmher 6. Unless Reagan
docs something incredihl y stupid
. before election day . election day
should see a hlow-out comparable to
llJXO.
·1he si1c ol Reagan\ comiderable

lead can. for the most part. he
attributed to two main factors. hrst.
Walter Mondale is _just plain horing .
J'm surL· he\ a real nice guy. hut
hcca use ol the wa ,. he comes oil on TV
people _just don't take him sL·rim~sly as
a candidat'c. As a res.ult. c,cryth1ng he
sa,s. right or wrong. is taken ,,ith a
gr~1i11 of salt and pretty much cast aside
h, the a, er age , oter:.
· ·1 he sL-cond. and most important.
reason is RL·~1gan\ a~ility as a
co111nwnicator. It dtll·sn 't seem to
111atll'r \\ hat he sa,s and he has said
some 1Tal stupid ·things. i.e . "I have
outlawed Russia lorner" he
somehow comes oil as a sincere . caring
parent who is in control.
This has lead to quite an interesting
campaign . President Reagan has been
ahle to rnn on rhetoric as ;1 great
American with traditional ,,dues
wl1ile dcltly sidestepping both his
opponents charges and the !acts\\ hich
surround his presidency.
For i nsta nee :
•Rhetoric: /fr is running a., the
( lw1111,io11 of jin'c/0111 .
Fact : Rrng{[ll .\U/ J/)( >J'I ., the ('/A \
{[l/£'111/Jf to 01 ·crthro11 · i\'icaragua , <Ill
i11cleJ)('!lde111 !l{[fion, <'\ '<' II though the
tin\' cuun!IT 1w.,cs 110 thrl'at to the
l',iit l't l .\talcs.
•R/l(' toric: / fr i., runn ing{[.\ thl' goo d
( h r1\ tia11, a., if God 11·en' h i., running
l}/{/ /l'.
Fact: Fo r the J>a.,t .four l'l'Ur.,
Reagan ha., .,u,,1,01Nd 111i!itt11T dea th
.\l/U{I(/., that lul\'e I\ illl'cl tho11.,t111d., of
i1 ·0 11Jl'll and chilclrc11 in U Sa/i'([(/or. I
mul{/cr ho1r (,ud/l'l'!, aho11t thi.,.

•Rhetoric: lie clai111s thal his
l'Conumic policies arefair Jo e,·e,~rone.
Fact : /11 the United States, om' ol/1
or ( 1·e1-r six A111erica11s li,·es in
,;o,·ert_r. · Jl,is represents an increase <d
eight million or JJCY, since Reagan
took ul/ice.
• Rhet~;ric: lie clai111s lo support !he
elderlr.
F{[<·.,_. 111 /CJ~ I Reagan ,,roposed the
largest Social Sl'CuriJ_r ell/ in hislor_r.
de.,1,ite the fact that Social SecuriJ_r is
the 011(\' sig11(/irn111 source <~( .\U/J/Wrl
/<>r MJ<J; or elder!_\' 1rn111e11.
·• Rhetoric: lie claims to he the
clu11n1,io11 <f /Jeace .
Fact: Reagan has heen Presidelll./<>r
/<>Ur \'ears hlll he didn ·, 111eet 1\'ilh a
·high-~·a11ki11g So, ·iel <!/ficial u111iljus1
.fi,·e 1reeks he/<>re the elfftio11.
Fact: /11 /(J~J Fidel Castro sell/ his
,·ice /Jfl side111 to H ·ashi11g1011 in <111
a11e1111>t to 11or11wli:e ties het1\'ee11 the
nu, countries. Reagan re/Ltsed to e,·e11
111e£'l 1ri1h him.
• Rhetoric: Reagan claims that 11 ·e 11011·
lil'l' in a st{/£'r 1rnrld than ire did/<>Ur
\'l'an {Igo.
Fact: Since the dep/0_1 ·me111 <~( the
!'ashing J /{Is/ /)ecemher. II'<' ha,·e had
missiles hased in l:"itr<>/Jl' th{[t ct111
reach the So, ·iet Union in less than Jen
111i11llfes. 1/iis /c>rces the So, ·iets to re(r
011 col/J/>llfa iaL111ch 1rar11i11gs as thae
is 1101 <'llollgh time for them to chffk
their satellites i11 11w11r C{[ses. /11 the
/J{[.\ / , these co1111wter 11·an1i11g srs/£'11/s
ht11 ·e hen, set off hi' t/,· /i11/e as {[
/J([Ssing .flock or aucfs.
There are man y more examples ol
RL·a g:111 \ rhetoric no t hei ng co nsi stent
,,ith ,,h a t is actuall y going o n. What\
import a nt. thou gh. is the fa ct that
tlll'"e c.\ a mpl c" or Re aga n\ po li cie s
ha,c hccll O\ crs had owed hv hi s
· c <i 11 s id e r :1 h I e a h i I i t i c s ~1 s a
co 111 111u 11 ic;1tor. It is almost as ii
RL'al..'.an has - ch;1nl..'.ed that old Jae"
\\\-hh line to ";\11_'-thing hut the !'acts
ma ·a 111 .
1

1

/!iii .\11111t11, ,,/111111,lf'/'t·,111 , ·u, /1 tu, ,,/u1.

of anticipated inflation but I think the easing of
credit would more than offset the inflation
premium.

On the demand for loanable funds side the
government deficit. which was reported in the New
Yor·k Tim e:, , i:. c:s timutcd to have dccn.:u:.cd twcnt y

billion from last year. This decrease. in turn. would
decrease the demand for loanable funds which. as
long as business and personal investment stayed
constant or dropped. would decrease the· interest
rate because again this is a cause of and not an effect
of a change in interest rates.

In conclusion I would like to say; given the state
of the economy, which at present is slowing down
across the board, expectations of inflation are low.
the Federal Reserve seems to be casing credit policy
and the government deficit is decreasing I sec no
other way that interest rates can go for the rest of
the year except down .

A.'e\'in Boucher is a WSBt· 111ajor.

Reviewed Again
Thank God! The Dartmouth
RevieH' has finally been cleared by the
New Hampshire Attorney General's
Office.
·
Some of the damn liberal / socialists
from that office were persecuting The
RevieH· for secretly recording the
Dartmouth Gay Students Association
(GSA) discussions.
The Dartmouth Re,•ie~· is no newcomer to controversy. Since its
inception in 1980 when the College
ltried to remove the Dartmouth from
he paper's name. The Review has
lbeen in court for one thing or another.
In its first big investigative piece. the
paper uncovered a black professor
who was discriminating against white
students and not properly preparing
for class.
Some people. including the
professor. didn't believe he was
discriminating (there are always
skeptics.) They wouldn't take the
paper's word for it. Then the students
who were being discriminated against
refused to come forth and defend their
own rights.
The libel suit which resulted is still
pending .
So when The Re\'iew decided to
break the GSA story. they took no
chances. A reporter was dispatched,
this time armed with a tape recorder,
undoubtl y paid for by a gift fr o m so me
me mber of th e ne w-right.
T he reporter th e n wen t to th e
meeting a nd li ke a ny ethica l_j o urn a li st.
hid th e reco rd er a nd d idn 't tell ahyo ne
she was ta ping the in terview even after
t h c G S A h a d 1-c 4 u e s t e d t h e
proceed in gs of the mee t ing be
confidential. The Re,·ie1l'decided their
readership had to know about the
GSA and used the tape to write a story.

Because of this. college
administrators. the attorney general.
and the GSA threw a fit. Why'?
People are so 4uick to attack The
Review simply because the paper is
.slightly conservativee.
'Why did they send a reporter to the
meeting'?' they asked 'why did she fail
to identify herself?'
Surely the motives of the paper are
above 4uestion. Probably some paper
staff member who belongs to the GSA
brought up the idea as a possible story.

A paper like The Dartmouth
Review undoubtedly has a substantial
gay following. It's not surprising they
would want to help out with the GSA
with a little public relations story.
No one could accuse The Re,•iew. a
paper which liberally takes advantage
of the personal freedoms guaranteed
by the Cor.stitution, of being
pred_judiccd ag?inst gay people .

For those hot heads who insist on
sueing the paper, that's fine. After all.
. a truly great paper is judged by the
· number of lawsuits pending against it.
Isn't it'?

/)1111

t a11drig1111 ·,

n1/i111111

11/'/'<"lln

,·11< /,

l 11nd111 .
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MU SO pre sen ts
Ra lph, Mc Ge hee

Mr. McGe hee, a 25 year vetera n of the
CIA and autho r of Deadl y Deceits,
comes to UNH ...

TON IGH T 8:00 P.M . IN THE
GRA NIT E STA TE . ROO M,
MUB
· Mr. McGehee presents an autobiog raphical journey through his 25
years in the CIA and is prepared to speak about world-wi de CIA
operation s, current developm ent in Central America , and to draw
parallels between· Vietnam & Central America.

THE CIA AND THE AMER ICAN PRESI DENC Y

.. STUD ENTS: $3.00 - PUBL IC $4.00
Ticket sales for students start on Thursday , Septemh er 27th.
Tickets for non-stud ents available October 2nd.
I

•
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Arts & Features
Fats Waller ain't misbehavin' by the sea
' By Henry Metzger
The spotlight focused on a
vintage 1940's radio. A
recording, scratchy with age,
began.
· "This is Fats Waller with a
little sump'in I wrote"--static
crackles ; the voice fades only to
rise again--"S' called Ain't
M isbehavin' and here 'tis."
Tinny piano welled from the
radio and there was a hushed
movement on the perephery of
the stage: a lone man sauntered
across, seated himself at the
upright piano, and sang the
melody line from the fading
radio.
So Theater-By-The-Sea's
first production of its 21st
season, Ain't M isbehavin ', the
musical tribute to jazz great
Thomas "Fats" Waller, runs
through November 3rd.
Despite some inconsistencies, the show, arranged on the
lim;s of a musical revue, ran the
musical gamut from highenergy, foot-tapping, jumping
jive to somber, reflective blues
ballad in a well directed, well
choreographed production.
Thomas "Fats" Waller, was a
300 pound, flamboyant,
intense locus of energy and
music. At thirty-nine, he died
too early. He lived, in every
Lynnie Godfrey and Pi Douglass, two cast members of Ain't Misbehavin'swing to one of Fats Waller's famous songs "Tve got a
sense of the word, eating and
feeling I'm Falling". (Andrew Edgar photo)
· drinking and carousing with a
ferver that would stagger most,
but seemed to fuel his
creativity.
The performers were
They often were the opening changes drum bits while on abounding.
themselves: three women
By Liam O'Malley
Moore's bass parts are fast, (Lynnie Godfrey, Trina
It Figures is a Portsmouth act for local bands Friday and stage, so there is an on edge
based trio that's beginning to The New Mode ls.
excitement when the band fluid, and often melodical. Thomas, and Diane Wilson)
It Figures finds it challenging plays.
Twombly has a quick chord and two men ( P. I. Douglass
catch on in the local music
scene. They've been together a to be an original band because
The stage show is fast and change style that's perfectly and Dwayne Grayman).
year and a half and have a most club goers like to hear loud with a lot of action suited to his guitar set up of a Individually, each was well
- single and enthusiastic stage music they already know.
provided by Moore's and . Rickenbacker through a suited to their roles as
Being original is important Twombly's leaps. The driving Fender Twin Reverb amp.
inter:preters . of Fats Waller's
show that's gaining them
to them: they enjoy creating live force behind the band is
exposure and a following .
The Rickenbacker guitar music.
Their costumes were as slick
In general, the band plays a songs and attempt to keep definitely Collins. His style is sound is extremely distinctive,
fast pop style with roots in changing and expanding them. fast and furious, with lightning thus, comparisons to early Pete and flashy as the music with the
British sixties pop music Drummer Charlie Collins often rolls and snare shots Townshend and Paul Weller of .men in three piece suits, spats,
the Jam immediately arise .
and bowlers. The women wore
augmented by a generous
The band played a thirteen brightly colored, highly
influence of the charged up fury
song set Saturday at the Mu B outspoken dresses of the Jazz
of The Jam .
Both guitarist Rick
Pub to an audience that started era.
dancing about halfway through
They danced, sang and
Twombly and bassist Steven
and remained dancing until the talked jive between songs, and
Moore cite the Jam as a
last song.
as a group, they were a smooth
fa vorite, and they al so listen to
The besi reception was for ' ensemble: melding with each
the Buucocks, earl y Who and
the A side of their single "Over other with an ostensible ease
Echo and The Bunnymen .
and Over" b/ w "Choose your that bespoke a familiarity born
Moore also listens to jau,
Side". "Over and Over" was a of lo_ng rehearsal hours.
· particularly bassist Ray
good choice for a single: it's fast
The best indication of this
Brown.
pop with a nice singalong was the fact that the entire cast
Drummer Charlie Collins,
chorus.
seemed to be having as much
who joined the band through
The single was recorded in at fun as the audience.
an ad, comes from a completely
Wolf Ridge Studio in
The first act consisted of
different musical background.
Rochester, engineered by Dan songs either written or
A sophomore at UNH, he had
Cormeier. It is Rock Bottom recorded by "Fats" for the
been playing drums for eight
Records' first release, and is popular audience--Or, as
years in a variety of bands, his
being distributed by the band's Diane Wilson and -• rina
favorite drummers being
managers Jim Doolittle and Thomas put it, "the songs 'Fats'
Stewart Copeland (The Police)
Kevin Guer, who also run Rock sold downtown at fifty bucks a
and Neil Peart (Rush), but he
also noted he liste.ns to a lot of
Bottom Records .
shot."
The single will be distributed
jan.
Act Two ' was made up
to college stations and stores mainly of songs played in the
He had hoped to join a Top
throu·ghout ·New England with Tin Pan Alley and Harlem gin
Forty band but found
Twombly and Moore playing
the intention of using it as a joints.
promotional tool to spread the ·
The difference in the two
sped up originals he hadn't
band's name.
styles was clear: the first act had
been used to. After some initial
The momentum is beginning .the cast singing controlled-hesitation, the band found they
to build for It Figures. Their almost classical at times-worked together well and
single is starting to catch on. Arrangements included
particularly enjoyed creating
Manager Doolittle and Guyer "Honeysuckle Rose", an offoriginals together.
are getting them gigs and beat love song, and "Handful
After two months of pra ctice
exposure . And, they have a of Keys", a number which
they began pla ying out at clubs
winning spirit that will help. celebrated '"Fats" stride piano
such as Genos, th e MU B Pub,
style.
The Franklin, Th e Stone
Local band It Figures .iust released a new single: Over and
Church and The Rat in Boston .
THEATRE·, ·page 18 . '
Over/Choose Your Sides. (Amy Hodgson photo)
IT FIGURES, page 18

It Figures chooses sides

single
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Apple s celebr ated
at Mill Pond .fest
By Diana Frye
This past Saturday the Mill
Pond Center held · its annual
autumn Applcfest. The focus
was all kinds of apple dishes
from home-baked pies to
freshly squeezed cider.
In addition, several booths
of craftspeople filled the barn
and the adjacent lawn. A
variety of goods were sold in
these booths: Russian Easter
eggs, dried flowers, hand-sewn
baby clothes, cheese being
made from fresh milk from ·
Lee. and more.
Everyone enjoyed the
festivities. especially the
children who were chopping
· apples. churning butter, and
going for rides in an apple cart.
It was more of a family day.
according to Judith Roberts,
co-director of the Mill Pond
Center. "It's a nice alternative
to being university oriented,"
she said. Some UN H students
were present, though a
minority,and were complementing the variety of foods.
The music was impressive. In
the morning the White
Mountain Cloggers dance
group entertained festivalgoers with their rhythmic
stomping. The eight piece
Lamprey River Band played

FIGURE~
-IT
( continued from page 17)
They aren't afraid to try new
things: they played three new
songs Saturday that showed a
definite progression in style.
They have an enthusiastic
stage presence which _should
win them new followers as they
continue to play about the area.
They have also in the planning
stages an EP and a video. It
Figures has a bright future
ahead.

rollicking country music in the
afternoon.
The Applefest idea began
when Roberts read about it in a
book about festivals and
thought it would be fun to try.
The Mill Pond Center puts
on this festival with the aid of
the Durham Childrens' Center.
For both organizations the
Applefest is used as a
fund raiser. At the Durham
Childrens' Center the money
earned from the venture buys
mostly art supplies for the kids
accon..li11g

LU

unc

-THEAT RE<continued from page 17)

The second act, after the first
four songs , w~l', clearly of the

Childrcn:i'

Center employee.
Mill Pond Center uses the
profits from A pplefest to
support the pr.ograms they run.
including a 50 seat theater in
the barn's loft. The Durhan
Stage Company has just
finished its production of the
play "Tiny Alice" there.
The owners. Lewis and
Judith Roberts wish more
students knew what the center
offers.
Even without a large student
attendence the Applefest had a
constant flow of visitors. From
learning about the art of
cheesemaking to watching
cider being pressed. it was an
enjoyable way to spend the day.

Heidi Allen from Rumney, NH painted Ukranian Easter eggs
at the Mill Pond Apple Festival last Saturday. (Brook Tart
photo)

Enter the Twilig ht Zone annive rsary
By Beth Gideon
quickly became successful and
The room is dark and ran for many years.
Serling himself popped up
hushed. Several people stare at
the flickering television screen frequently in episodes.
as an old man's face decays appearing out of nowhere
before their eyes. Suddenly, the . behind rocks or in living
snap of crackers disturbs the rooms. His distinctive clipped
tension.
and dramatic voice became
Scenes similar to the above familiar to millions.
Serling often wrote the
took place in hundreds of
rooms, apartments and houses episodes for the series alo·n g
last Friday night. It was the with being executive producer.
silver anniversary of the '_'Twilight Zone" combined
••Twilight Zone" series.
drama and science fiction with
Channel 38, out of Boston, a characteristic plot twist.
presented nine continuous Often this twist had a moral
hours of ··Twilight Zone" message, sometimes it was just
including three episodes never weird and occasionally it was
_
seen before .
funny.
"Twilight Zone", created by
Last Friday night three
the talented Rod Serling, first episodes were shown that had
aired in 1959. Although Serling · never before been shown. In the
had problems getting the first half-hour, an old man
program on air, the series sought to become young again

for his demanding young wife.
Unfortunately, things went a
little too far--as he became a
mere toddler. The young wife
then had to take care of a
demanding little boy. She faced
the inevitability of age and
wisdom. It left viewers with an
unmistakab.le clout.
The second episode, an hour
long, was a rare "cute" one. It
concerned a strange young man
whose only joy in life is a
miniature house in a museum.
He falls in love with a
supposedly wooden doll. ~ut
he sees something different.
The twist is when he
disappears .... into the •·Twilight
Zone " ... and into the dollhouse.
In the last episode the tables
are turned on an obnoxious.
noisy man who suddenly can't
hear his own noise any more.

Phil Baker. who recently left
UN H. is. an avid "l.onewatcher."
"My favorite is the one with
William Shatner and the
helicopter," he said. his eyes
glued to the screen.
Lou Blasi and a friend stayed
up until five o'clock in the
morning to watch the final
episode in the twenty-five year
•
tribute.
"Ask me any question. I'm
ready for any trivia about the
show," he said Saturday.
The show's creator, Rod
Serling. died in June, 1975.
following open-heart surgery.
He was fifty. Serling won many
awards in his career, including
several for "Requiem for a
Heavyweight." The writer was
a former paratrooper and
prizefighter.

Harlem night club variety.
•·Your Feet's Too Big", a funny
song delivered with panache by
the complaining Dwayne
Grayman, started off this
segment.
Grayman talked and sang his
way across the stage, stopping
before front row couples and
singing, "She like your face and
she likes your rig--but look at
'em! (dramatic pause) Your
feet's too big!" He ended the
number on center stage with an
accusation directed at the
audience: "Your pedal
extremities arc obnoxious!':
At one point the lights
dimmed to a back-alley
blackness. and out of the
shadows a Harlem hustler
and two men ( Pi Douglass
turned to a boy in the audience
and said. "This is Harlem, boy,
and it's four in the morning."
He then moved to the
darkened center stage and, with
song, related to the audience a
rather common experience
among college students:
··Dreamed about a reefer five
feet long ... "
From his hatband he
removed a downsized
facsimile, touched flame to it.
and proceeded to show us what
the ·" Viper Drag" was all about.
strutting and slithering across
the stage, grinding his hips at
every turn, with a seedy,
throaty Ia ugh.
The show had too many high
points to go into detail. There
was a bluesy Nat "King" Cole
number (recorded by "Fats")
sung by a s.colding Trina to a ·
cowering Pi, a soulful, five-part
harmony of "Black and Blue"
and an alternately sultry / swing
"Keepin' Out of Mischief Now"
The set, designed by Jack
Doepp, was a two-level Arf
Deco night club, complete with
a ring of cocktail tables around
the stage. The band pit was
tucked beneath the top level of
center stage, sporting an
upright piano played by Tim
Stella, a fretless bass played by
· John Ross and drums played
by Kevin Moran.
Though some numbers were
capable of magically transporting the show to a backstreet,
Harlem night club. many of the
songs just wercn 't low-down
and raunchy enough to support
the smoky barroom atmosphere.
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ewmarket last Fi:_iday night. They are a popular
band with UNH students. (Brook Tart photo)
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the Nuclear Dilemma
••,,,Jtlj~ritYYe~~a~o, the physicists J.B. Wiesner and H.F. York wrote:
'fBotn sides itl'(r.e arms r4:c~are . confronted by the dilemma .(:)f steadily
increasing J:Ili Iitaty p.9wer ,~ ni'ii, i~,t}ilt decreasing national secµri ty...... there is
,;no:technical solution to this dileffl:ma:."
.
.
. . .
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A uth Or and psychiatrist,
Wednesday .. .October .·. J.O,
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Granite State. Room·~·
O ntro I .Agency
[)epartment of Defense .
.

Gar~r~ur~•tll~~;r:·~i~,~-i i~JmsC
~-u~~n ~,99;n, :Pt~-

..

Df:,- Q9r~onr~'.OJl}PS?n, lnstitµt~,(~r Res·o urce .a nd ·secudty Studies
Dr. R.ioha:rd Wern~r, ·De~~ttme·~}.:?,f J>,~ilosophy, HarnjlJon College .
.

pct?b~r JiL ;~:op - 5~00. R.\11} . .

Thu~sday,
. Straffqfd

R: ◊OJn:M.UB.

· ·.

.

'Educat'ion

Week of
Speakers, films, ·video presentation's~ and -w'or'kshops .willpe scheduled throughout the
week of October- 15 through October 19. Details of program, time~ and pl_ace ·will ·bc
announced.
Sponsored hy: Academic Affai;·~. College of Engineering and Ph}sic<tl Sci~ncc.Collcge or Lihcral Art-. . Di, ision ofStu(t~;H
'

Affairs. Sig.ma Xi . S ocil't )' for Values in Higher °Education, Student Senate. U N H Coalit ion ·ror Dis~irmamcnt and l\:aly.
Union of Co ncerned Sc irnt ists. United Campuses to Prc vrnt Nuclea r War.
·
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New Testament Christian Fellowship
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Durham New Testament Church
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support the students in return,"
he said.
There were no problems at
Friday's party, according to
Officer .I. Whiten, who was on
duty at the e,ent. He said it was
v e r \ ' c o Id o u t s id e , w he re
party_goers were re4uired to
remain.
Neither Whiten or Officer
James Cassell. who was also on
duty, knew why en~ryone had
to sta) outside.
Cassell would only say this
was "part of the regulations I
was advised oL"
There were 50 people at
Sigma Nu\, happy hour,
Babineau said calculated from

receipts. Weather was a major
problem for the event,
according to Jeff Foy, Sigma
Nu's Treasurer. An entrance
fee of $4 was charged to nonGreeks, and $J to Greeks.
The timing of the event, the
weekend before Homecoming
was also bad, according to Tom
Colarus~o. Greek System
Senate President.
Holding legal happy hours is
a good idea that won't work
according to Colarusso.
"You only have 50c;-i of the
(student) population to draw
from and 509-i of them live out
of town," he said.
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DOWNTOWN DURHAM
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WITH OUR EVERYDAY LOW
CELEBRATES

PRICES

UNH SWEATSHIRTS
Largest selection in Durham.

Our price

$12■

99

compare at $14.95

UNH U-NECK SWEATERS
Soft orion sweaters with UNH monogram

Our price

$16■ 90
compare at $20.00

UNH T-SHIRTS

~::~\'"

With our own unique pr"ints.

--L
-Zif}------~•,--~~--It's
But

A.

GREAT SALE
All McCall .. 1179
20% off All
POSTERS & GRAPHIC .__PA_T_T_E_RN_s_ _ ___

ART
Including WYETH•HOMER
•MONET•ADAMS
PORTER & MORE
NEW SELECTION .

ALL RUBBER STAMPS
HALF PRICE

STICKERS:
s200YD.

Over 200 RQIIS
To Choose From

DESIGNER
ENVELOPES
colors

Imported
BELTING & TRI-MS

5QC YD.

EACH

IN BOXES OF 250

$4.99
values to $15 .95

Plus .. ~Storewide Savings!
CHAMOIS SHIRTS
Our price

FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
Our own heavyweight chamois in
13 Fantastic colors for fall
Sizes Small to X-large . Bigs & Talls.

$17.99
compare at $23.95

Was $1.50 Yd.

BARGAIN PRICES on MAT BOARD
HOLES &SCRAPS
Afew PICTURE
FRAMES
Real Dogs
But Cheap
NEEDLEPOINT

FLY SWATTERS &BUG GUNS

HALF PRICE

Lots of

4¢

From

CORK
BASKETS.
MEMO ROlLS
GALLON JARS

PRICED
TO
SELL

RUGBY SHIRTS
Our own authentic heavyweight rugby shirts with
· rubber buttons
Sizes Small to X-large
Some slight irregulars.

from

$24.99
compare at $39.95

HAGG WOOL SWEATERS
Available in solids or stripes choose from
crewneck, henly or shawl color

from

compare at $35.00

WOMENS SWEATERS
The prettiest styles to choe>se from
in wool, cotton, silk &
angora
Sizes Small to Large

$21.90
$15.90

from

values to $65 .00

Good Luck Wildcats!
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-CHIL DREN <continued from page 3)

through," Leerer said. "It looks
. like the move will occur by
second semester."

By JIM DAVIS

GARF IELD
PACKE.17 T

The Center currently cares
for 31 children, and would
begin increasing its enrollment
gradually. Setear said 82
percent of the enrollees are
children of students, faculty or
staff.
The proposal was submitted
by Sanborn, growing out of a
July 1983 study by Catherine
O'Brien, former coordinator of
the commission, and Dan
G;-irvey. Associate Dean of
Students. According to the
study, 71 o/c of the Durham
daycare clientele are UN Haffiliated families.

By GARR Y TRUD EAU
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The study also found that the
increased availability of
daycare would have a positive
impact on student and
employee absenteeism , and
·
productivity .
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A February 1984 study by
the Commission found that
there was a strong interest in
the planning and development
of' child care at UNH, said
Leerer in a press release.

11

~=
"There have been a number
of studies that show the value
of child care, ranging from
better retention of students, to
more productivity ," Leerer
said.
""This is a great first step, and
- we really support Dr. Haaland
for this first step. But we really
need to take more steps."
Leerer said.

By BERKE BREA THED
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GRAB YOUR GUSTO, snorkel or skis.
Super-smart 2-bedroom Hemlock Forest
Condo offers freedom to enJoy the pool,
ski trails, private patio and lush woods .
Just a quick Jaunt to campus from Dover.
Shanley Portsmouth office, at 436-3210
IF YOUR IDEA OF , A PERFECT DAY
includes a sail, plunge in the pool, a
glorious sunset over the Bay, your perfect
new home may well be this spectacular
Moody Point Contemporary . Deep water
mooring, acre of grounds. Contact
Shanley Realtors at 964-5999 .
$189,900
VIEW OF GREAT BAY deck and dining
area . Freedom and spaciousness from
open floorplan , soaring cathedral
ceilings, large windows Contemporary
Saltbox has 3 bedrooms . Call Shanley,
964-5999.
ONCE A BOAT YARD, unique 4-5
bedroom Dover Point condominium
perches on the very banks to the
Piscataqua . Very private and picturesque;
Price ·
very classy and convenient
$139,900. No maintenance fee . Contact
Shanley, 436-3210
" Durhamslrne " Is an exceptional 18th
century homestead on 4 acres of woods
and meadow. Nine room house and 2story barn offer fine family dwelling,
rental or business options . Asking
$155,000 Sl1anley Realtors 436-3210
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Stereo- Centrex Pioneer AM FM w /
Ci1ssette . 12 inch 3-way Bass Reflex
Speakers Dolby - 22 watts per channel.
Must sell, $275.00. Call Val. 862-1802 or
742 -7232
Radial Snowtires 165 X 13. Good
condition , plenty of rubber. Must sell! $25
Pair Call Val 862-1802 or 742 -7232 .
Parking Spaces Available On-street
parking is prohibited in Durham from
November 1 to March 31 . Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
campus . Contact Susan at 868-2972 .
27" Fu Ji, 12 speed Gran Tourer SE with
alloy frame, quick release front wheel and
kryptonite lock. Like new Owner
transferred to urban college. $175 00
Call 659-2870 after 5 PM weekdays, or
after 8 AM weekends . - Frank
1973 VW Bus 113,000 miles, good
rebuilt engine , heat, needs some rust
repairs Inspected. Rye 431-0828 5 go 9
PM . $1000.
1977 Chevv Monte Carlo .. runnInc.i well ,
· new inspection sticker , automatic
transmission, power steering, seats,
w111dows , roof , stereo , aircond1tionin g .
742 3 42
- 0
~ 3 00 Call
1

----H-elpw__anted--.J][m
Dommo's Pizza needs you · Drivers
needed Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when considering your
wages , commission , and tips Need
drivers for 1,2, or 3 rnghts a week . Apply
in person or call us at Dom111o's Pizza ,
Portsmouth , NH (431 -7882)
COUNCIL TRAVEL CIEE For low cost
flights, USA and worldwide, lnt'I Student
ID , Youth Hostel Memberships Work
and study abroad and morel! FREE 1985
Student Travel Catalog Call (617)2661926 or write to Council Travel , 729
Boylston St Suite 201 , Boston , MA
02116
Bartt,nd,:r Waitress wantt-:ct Apply 111
pt :rson No expt:rienet: nt:t:dml Old Farm
Pull, 34 Locust , Dovt:r On K,tr1 Van route
Bus11wss hours 6 p m - 1 ,1 m , seven
n1yl1ts a W£:t :k 742 9808
OVERSEAS JOBS Su111m1,1 yr round
Elllopt:, South AnH-1r1G1. Austral1c1 . Asia .
All ftt :lds $900 2000 1110 S1yhts1:e1ny
F1t:t-, 1nlo Writt: IJC, PO Box 52-NH ,
Coron ..1 Dt :I M,11, CA 92625
Work Study Post1ons availablt: $4 00 hr
No t:xpt:rit:nce necessary Call Laurie
Bmlyt:r Complex Systems Rest:arcli
Center , 2 - 1792
Off1c1als needed for intramural basketball
and vollt!yball. Paid positions If interested
contact Scott Burrill or Clms Dowdell at
your Recreational Sports Dept. , rm . 151 ,
Field House Phone 862 -2031
SKI RESORT JOBS Gunstock Is seeking
full and part-time alpine and ski touring
instructors . Should be strong skiers
Experience not necessary For appl1cat1on
write Gunstock, POB 336, Laconia , NH
03246 Attn Sharon Workman or call 603 293-4341
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
Disabled 1nd1v1dual 111 search of personal
c~1re attendant Must have experiece with
the d1sablt-id Pay $5 00 per hour
Call Greg at 772 -3803
Mornings
evening!:>
QUADRIPLEG IC SEEKING ASSISTANCE
WITH PERSONAL CARE NEEDS WILL
TRAIN $5 00 per ho.ur Call Dan at 692 4764 Fro111 Durham clinl 1-692 -4764
Tt-:aclwr's i11dt: Part t1111e work study or
non woI k study acceptablt ,. Ht:lp
su1wrvIse s111all woups of children ages
3-5 In classroo111 , on playground , on field
trips Morning and afternoon hours
available Call Jane or Claire at Dover Day
Care Learning Center, 107 Broadway (on
Kari-Van route) 742-7637
Work study ht-!lp wanted . Portsmouth
Recreation Dept. look111g for recreation
aides-$4.50 per hour Please contact
Leslie F1alk at 431-2000 ext 263 aftt!r 5
__o.m or call Barry Foley at 431-2005 or
2006 ext . 265 aftm 2 p.m
Officials needed for intramural basketball
and vollt:yball Paid posItIons If 111tt:rnsted
contact Scott Burrill or Clms Dowdell at
your Recreational Sports Dept , rill 151 ,
F11:lcl Huust: Pilone ·862 -2031

=i!~I

__s.=:u=•
---Milc=....

Pocket calculator by Canon with tape
readout, model TP-8, 1 yr . old, good
cond1t1on , orig111ally $40 --· Will sell for
$20 with extra tape rolls Call 742-8495,
·
Leave messagt:!
CAMERA, LENSES, and accessories
Hardly usecl, excellent cond1t1on . Canon
A-1 w 50mm F1 .4 $200 V1v1tar semis 1
zooms 28-85 , F3 .5 and 70-210 F3 5 $65
ea V1v1tar 400 Flash $35 bag $30 All
together $350 Call Ray at 868-9723
Cordless telephone by Uniden, model EX 4000, 1 yr old, good cond1t1on , or1g111ally
$135 .00. Will sell for $70 · Call 742 8495 . leitve messaue
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TYPINGS $1 per page Professional quick
and friendly service. Spelling,
punctuation and grammar corrected at no
extra charge. Call Jo Anne at 749-2338
Fiddle lessons in many styles from a
professional player folk '. blugrass ,
country dance, Jazz Improv1satIon , also
clawhammer , nountain banjo, guitar,
wooden flute . Ryan Thomson 659-2658.
Experience d horticultur ist with
references available for fall prep. and bulb
plantings , landscape planning and
installation . My light truck (mileage fee
where appropriate) and tools. $7.50 per
hour. 659-5780 Evenings best. Ask for
Maria - leave messa~Je and number

Persona~,-l
·To the gang on 1st sireH . A belated thank
you for dinner It was great and the most
tood we've £:aten In months!II C and L
Resourct: Econorrncs MaJors!! Learn
about opportunities available to you 111
your maior - · Come to the RECO CLUB
met-HIn9s every Thursday at 12 30 p.m
Ja111es Hall rm 323 (Unclt-!clared and
other nwiors welcome')
To Dirty Dave Bondage, and Carlow,
James Carlow, Robert Sploch and I think
'"Clown Hunter" could make it big . I mean,
picture 11! Whipped cream slicks, powder
puff screen; it has possibil ities! And why
stop there7 How about "Sty Hunter " -you
chase pigs! or "Pery Hunter " with a KY.
slick7 Or .. Ow-Hey-Stop that! What's that
let go! I'm not crazy ..
needle for
B· 'CH
To the Lords of Lord-It was great while it
lasted. Thanks for the fun times-the
Queens of Scott
To the "young men '" of '"Club 6 " Please
leave a forwarding address- Tl1ree
Women from Scott
THERE'S GOING TO BE A DANCE!!
Where - Still111gs din111g hall , When Oct. 11 (8p m .-1 am .): For whom - all of
Areal ; Theme - Hats; Cost - 50C with
hat , $1 00 without ; Prizes for the best
liats - - Stoke Hall Council
Cluh 6 Is a great place to party, but I
wouldn 't want to live there'
Mark Very happy 20th! Sorry I forgot last
yt:ar Can 't wait to celebrate I'm wearing
my tiln s·u1t to our private party ; how about
you7 Only 3 more weeks - Yet! Hall
MUSO presents MAX CREEK 111 the MUB
PUB October 19 and 20th Watch for more
cletatls
Beth Ann , Andy, Bryan , Allen , Karin,·
Chamberstein · Just wanted you guys to
get a personal too so you didn 't feel left
out Thoughtful huh?I Chow mein pork
chops . Love, Guess Who??7
Zeebeecee-J 'm sorry I couldn 't make the
soccer game I feel really bad . I hope your
week gets better. I hope mine gets better
Bet ore or after (or during) we go shopping
on Friday we'll need a fewgoodWW AMl 's
I'm so
~µ end this pathetic week
pessI1111stIc and it's only Monday . I need
cliucolate -Your ex
THERE'S GOING TO BE A DANCEII
Where - St11l1ngs cf1n1ny l1c1ll ; When Oct 11 (8 p.m - 1 am .); For whom - all of
Area I; Theme- Hats, Cost - 50C with hat ,
$1 00 without , Priws for the best lwtsStoke Hall Council
Hopti you have · a yrt:a1 day
Sim tomoI row I Wait three more day~: bet or.:
you yo wtld so that I c,111I0111 you Lovt : y,1
Eai
It's SUE NI lmthd,1y on Thursday Yt:s,
sIw·II t1nally bt: lt!gal . not thilt this will
1Jr111y <11Jout any IJ11J ch,111wis 111 ht:r lilt:
1Wl1.1t · ,1 wild woman!! Su - wish this
wonclt!rlul Nl,rnily111g ~ct1t1>r a H,1ppy
B1rthdav & IJLIV lwr a drink If yuu bu111p
11110 la,1 downtown
Grt:l'l1ng B 61irs <1nd so tlw SAGA of tht,
Bt:ll1gt:r.tnt Bru1St!d orw shall continue
So wlwrl' Wt· tht, 8 t:yt:s I·m to ltiar Is !lit:
A1 lllt!llliln still .ictIvt!. Bri1 sIstt:r still about
Julie l>t: not sc,111id, but !lw South
Anwric,111 1111stn:ss ht: awilni And so I1:t
lilt: w,11 qo on NO SURVIVORS

To all thE\ PSC trippers '. Who won the
game anyway7 Who played? T., Sorry you
lost ,·,your mitten; maybe the bag
dowll'Stairs took 11 (Nice Jean Jacket!)
Doug , who ever taught you to scramble
eyys or make spaghetti or toss a salad?
Linda, what an arm!! You should play
football instead Remember everyone , if
you don't want to get ivolved, you better
Just get out of here!! Di , that kid is
bumming that you made me steal his
c..:.a_n_d..:.y_._-_W_i_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
To the PSC trippers (Win , Tee, Di and
Linda) Max would personally like to thank
you all for trashing him . Doug would send
you all a personal but he can't remember
too much from this weekend. -Divot
Kathy J .-Chin up-this week will only
get better. Especially after I hand in my
last paper-Wed.- How about another
late Wednesday at the N.E. Center. Laura
Liz-Happy Birthday! 1 Twenty! You're
gettmg old now. Someday I really will find
'"the perfect gift'" for you . A box of candy?
We can all celebrate in January, only four
n_1.::..o_n_tl_1s_!_!_L_o_v_e_D_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BJ The F.B.A would like to congratulate
and wish you the happiest of birthdays!

Beth p Thanks for the birthday card .
You 're very thoughtful!I So where IS my
car now? You are being gentle with it
How about lunch sometime this week7
Stay happy!I LG .
We 're naturally fresh , fresher than baked
bread
With our UNH Rap to relax your head,
· Say the ladies and the gents complement
our disc There ain 't nuthin' to lose, no
nuthin ' to risk
It 's free, y'all, that's what I know
Sure as my name is Jumpin ' Joe .
Pick up your UNH Rap Up at the MUB ,
FREE . Today 10/ 9 - Fri . 10/ 12 between
10 a.m . and 4 p.m. Bring an I.D.!! Get it
quick.
DP Hate to see you pushing yourself so
hard. Keep your chin up . Get psyched for
Your concerned
this weekendl! Roomie .
Nanc-Happy 2nd Anniv! Two years with
Steve, unbelievable. Can 't wait to be in
the wedding .
Kathy DZ Had a great time sorority bids
night. Wish I could have spent more time
with you Thursday . You're lots of fun and
have a great smile! Hope to be seeing you
soon . A Lambda Chi
'"Entre Nous " at the Market St . Cinema
Portsmouth through Thursday 10-11, 7
and 9 p.m. $1 .00 off or 1 free popcorn
with this ad . Across from the New Coast
stop
Lisa R- Fix yourself up so 's you can keep
dancing .
KT!! Wild time this weekend. My head .,till
hurts. '"Sue'" Is on her way.
Frog : Snuggles misses you. He told me
he 's beginning to forget what you look
like . It's been that long . Are we ever going
to see you again, or what? P.S . Hi Teddy . I
wouldn 't forget you.
Did you miss our homemade ice cream?
Then join us for homemade apple cider .
The Collegiate FFA(Future Farmers of
America) invites all interested people to
attend the meeting on Oct . 9, 1984 at 4
pm (That's todayl!) at Barton Hall 108See ya there .
"Heard they was sayin' it.was rain in' men
But the offer that l'm makin' won't be
made again
Ya don 't have to write, you don 't have to
call
It's a one time offer for nothin ' at all."
We got three raemoees and some players
too
Spreachn' UNH cheer , that's what we do
We make the people dance when they
hear us sing
'Cause they know when we 're rappin' ,
we're dom'our thing
And now we got our own record, and it's
really hot
With the ladies and the gents on the flip
side spot
So get your copy today and don 't hesitate,
'Cause if you wait too long, it'll be too late!
Pick up you UNH Rap Up at the MUB FREE .
Today 101 9-Fri 101 12between 10a .m .
and 4 p.m. Bring and I.D. Get it quick!!
Attention"Ely k orgin How's it goin '
aye?" Get psyched. It's your birthday so
let's do it. Vicki won't get that trashed and
I won't let him p--- on my plant! Aw S---!
Get psyched for our next "Hitchcock
Happy Hour" We love you! Jim Wham mer
and Vicles. Love Vicki and Carolyn .
Hash, Joan , Bish and Jo- - Who flung
touchole? HaHaHaHaHa . Let 's hear It for
the guys up front Close together in the
Morris Minor Thanks for the fun
weekend . Nancy 's little sister .
I can·t believe it! You four actually got a
personal! I guess you're not totally
fr1endless!I (Pretend there 's a smiley face
right hert!) You guys are super quality
pt:oplt:I Love ya C- -

T.B of the Stud Press. Happy Birthday
(one-day-late)
THERE'S GOING TO BE A DANCEi Where
- -· S!ill1ngs dining hall; When - Oct. 11 (8
pm . - 1 a.m .); For whom - allot Area I;
Theme - Hats; Cost - 50C wrth hat ,
$1 .00 without ; Prizes for best hats Stoke Hall Coun1I.
To my other roommate : here 's your
Hope you had an
personal Speck
awesome time in Canada with the Bo. I'm
sure you found something to do despite
your physical limitations!
To the Black Widows of Hetzel 2nd--WE
WIN!--DTS
Topcat--Thanx for the ride this weekend.
Worcester will never be the same since
our guest appearance!-D .
Maura-Just remember .. You've got
friends you can count on . We love you.
Christine , Dorin , Lenore, Sue , Marianne,
Steph,and Sharon
7Steph C. Thanks to you and your family
for

tho

rido -- it
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Christine
Judy--I miss you! Love Dorin
Danny D.-Please cheer up. You don't
realize how lost we'd be without you. We
love you.--The Hetzel 2nd Sex Kittens .
Hey Joelle; There's a football hero out
there somewhere for you . There 's
probably even a chem exam somewhere
out there that can be conquered . When
times are tough and confussing Just
remember to stay cool. . and drink
whenever possible .. ask Devs!
Mar : How could I forget you . You don 't
deserve a football player . They don 't even
deserve to be used and abused .But do.
with them what you will I' ll do my best not
to throw-up!
Hey Devs: Think I just lost a couple of
friends with my careless writing? I hope
not, but maybe this will keep them in their
cage for a while . I want to party with you .
Hey Jenski: Thanx for the suprise visit the
other night. I was really psyched to see
you . Hope you'll be in B-Town next two
weekends cuz I'm gonna make an
appearance. I'll give you a call. Good luck
at Suffolk! Love You , Donna .
Hey Mutty : You're an exceptional
roommate to be able to put up with me
and my bad habits . I don 't want you to
think I take your good attitude for granted.
Thanx a lot for being you: stay cool
whatever you do. Love, your roommate
Donna
Karyn · Have a "wicked " lot of fun at H .I.
this weekend. I can just hardly wait to
meet CAM (or are you guys gonna hop on
the Kari-van the second he hits Durham?)
Stephanie · Thanks so 111uch for the cookie
and birtAday card. I'm so psyched you're
pledging Chi-0
To the BWOCS· How is the stress level
women? When are we going to start
having Sunday dinners .
Hey buffalo breath Holly! Get psyched for
Homecoming . We are going to have a wild
weekend. Thanks for the birthday card.
To my daughter Muffie : You are such a .
hard worker . I'm so proud! Hope you're
ready to have a good time tailgating on
Saturday
Do yoo have a dime in your shoe?
Hey Nachos : I Miss You A Wicked Lot You
Know.Give me a call sometime or stop by
the NH office more frequently Donna
Happy Homecoming UNH

Hey Joelle; There's a football hero out
there somewhere for you. There's
probably even a chem exam somewhere
out there that can be conquered. When
times are tough and confussing just
remember to stay cool. .. and drink
whenever possible .. ask Devs!
Mar : How could I forget you . You don't
deserve a football player . They don't even
deserve to be used and abused .But do
with them what you will I'll do my best not
to throw-up!
Hey Devs : Think I just lost a couple of
friends with my careless writing? I hope
not, but maybe this will keep them in their
cage for a while . I want to party with you.
Hey JensK!: Tflanx for 111e ~upri!:>c vi;,it 1he
other night . I was really psyched to see
you . Hope you'll be in B-Town next two
weekends cuz I'm gonna make an
appearance. I'll give you a call. Good luck
at Suffolk! Love You, Donna.
You're an · exceptional
Hey Muffy
roommate to be able to put up with me
and my bad habits. I don't want you to
th ink I take your good attitude for granted
Thanx a lot for being you · stay cool
whatever you do. Love, your roommate
Donna
Karyn : Have a " wicked " lot of fun at H .I.
this weekend. I can just hardly wait to
meet CAM (or are you guys gonna hop on
the Kari-van the second he hits Durham?)
Stephanie : Thanks so much for the cookie
and birthday card. I'm so psyched you're
pledging Chi-0
To the BWOCS : How is the stress level
women? When are we going to start
having Sunday dinners
Hey buffalo breath Holly! Get psyched for
Homecoming . We are going to have a wild
weekend . Thanks for the birthday card .
To my daughter Muffie You are such a
hard worker . I'm so proud! Hope you 're
ready to have a good time tailgating on
Saturday
Do you have a dime in your shoe?
Hey Nachos: I Miss You A Wicked Lot You
Know.Give me a call sometime or stop by
the NH office more frequently. Donna
Happy Homecoming UNH
Scott, thanks for everything . ILY Karla .
Todd , get psyched for Homcoming. Who's
having the champange breakfast?
Jim just face it, you forgot to switch the
font. See I was right. I've come to the
conclusion that you just don't respect me
anymore.
If you ever did.
Martin, I know I promised but some
promises are hard to keep . I guess that since you didn't come back until Sunday, I
can't be too mad for your not giving me a
ride home. I remember when I got paid it
was a good time toA t-ake someone out to
dinner, well since you just got a check, I
think birthday drinks could be in ord~
Sue it's true . I don't respect you anym~re.
After thdt night on the Cape last summer I've
found it impossible _to think of you without
giggl111g hysterically. Don 't be angry it's just
a reaction I have to kinky sex .

Scott , thanks for everything ILY Karla
Anne and Jamie - - When are you coming
over for a sandwich pwatter? I wish we
were wt1II neighbors sowe could resurect
tlw "tapes" Glug glug Miss you - Doe .
What 's the f1eshest song on New England
Street?
It 's cnlled UNH Rap Up with the funky
beat
Them a111 '1 nuthin' to sell or nuthin ' to
buy ,
Just a li'I frne record and that ain 't no lie!
You won't find 11 111 your tub
You gotta get It at the MUB
If you wanna be up on the latest dub
So you say you need a copy and you need
it so fast
Will you better listen up 'cause they may
not last
Just bring your I.D . and a flashy srrnle
And let the funky-fresh music keep you
happy for a while
PS And Don 't forget the harmony we
present with pride
Got the ladies and the gents on the other
side!
Pick up your UNH Rap Up at the MUB,
FREE .Today 10 9 - Frr.,10 12 between
10 a m . and 4 p. m . Bring an 1.0 . and get rt
quick!!

To the Black Widows of Hetzel 2nd--WE
WIN!--DTS
Topcat--Thanx for the ride this weekend.
Worcester will never be the same s111ce
TMTl!I How does that grab you7 LJ , Jeff-our guest appearance!-D .
here 's the personal you ' vt: always
wnntt)d . When wtll w e get to see the
Maura-Just remember .. You ' ve got
swans and the roses 111 the day l1ght7
_ friends you can count on . We love you .
Clmstine , Dorin , Lenore, Sue, Marianne,
Brian Not usually this forward but for you
Steph ,and Sharon
think
you
't
Don
I'll makt! an exceptron!
w1:· d make a cute couple7! -A Babe Ruth
fan
T Snow - - Our deepest , lwartft!lt regrets
on the news that Smashee Village has
now t:xpancled into Condominium s
Watch 11 , the Smasht!f! K111g Is getting
walous and rrnght bash you S1~Jnt!d Gross
Byrns1e and the rest of the UNH Lacrosse
Team

7Steph C. Thanks to you and your family
for the ride--it was well appreciated-Clmstine
Judy--I miss you! Love Dorin
Danny D .- Please cheer up. You don't
realize how lost we'd be without you. We
love you .--The Hetzel 2nd Sex Kittens .

Yesterda y
was

NANCY
0TAPU:8
21st
birthday!

II' you
kxgot.
give her
a kiss
today

(Sponsered by
Apartment 20)

I

T
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Wild cat cross -coun try men fall to Main e and Colb y
By Rob Arsenault
weekends," said Coach
Despite some very solid
Boulanger.
running from freshman Dan
Thrs week King and Neff ran
. Bustard and Mike Eliasberg,
tough races to finish first and
the UNH men\ cross-country fourth for the team. Luckily for
team lost to Maine and Colby
them and the rest or the team,
on Friday.
next week\ race is the alumni
"Due to our lack of depth. · meet. That race will be 5000
our top six runners never have
meters instead of the usual 8000
an easy race . .Jeremy King and
to 10000 meter race that the
John Neff are showing the men run. If should provide
effects of four consecutive hard some rest for the team before
races . over the last four

the upcoming Eastcrns and
New England meets.
Between Neff and King were
Eliasberg and Bustard in eighth
and thirteenth place. Both of
these freshmen have scored
consistently this season and
have improved their times on
the 8000 meter course by 27 and
63 seconds respectively.
Eliasberg, in particular, ran
very well as he was only a step

behind l_; NH\ number one
man . .Jeremy King.
UNH's fiftii man was
sophomore Jim J\vi:,cKenzie,
who finished 16th overa'. 1 with
a new personal best of 26 : i 5.
Other strong showings by the
lJ NH runners were turned in by .

juniors Scott Rhodes and
·Kevin Cuff. Each ran a course
best with times of 26:38 and
26:52.
The men will be running
again this coming Sunday at.
eleven against the alumni in the
College Woods.

Prov idenc e heats netw omen
tandem of Dianna Fischer and

By Steve Langevin
Ci:tplu1i11~ lvv o nf the thn:c

doubles matches wasn't enough
for the UN H women\ tennis
team as they fell to Providence
College 6-3 Saturday
afternoon .
UNH\ Lise! Banker and
Jennifer Radden continued
their outstanding play at
number one doubles with a
hard-fought 2-6. 7-6. 6-3
victory over Providence's
Colleen Clark and Anne
Webber. Meanwhile. the
Wildcats' second doubles

number

one

pl'ayer Sharon

di :, po ~ins of

Gib:-.un am.J 11u111b1.:1 fi\-1.: plu) l.: I

Sue Heal y and Tricia Amen 60. 4-6. 6-1. However. UNH\
Debbie Liebson and Susan
Flemming lost in straight sets
to Laurie Shay and Karen
Murphy at third doubles.
Providence cruised through
the singles. capturing five of the
six matches. The lone winner
for the Wildcats was Anne G.
Sherer at the second pc)sition .
She defeated Michelle
Landruth 7-6. 3-6. 6-1. Losing
in three sets for lJ NH were

Kathie Mullen. The other three
Wildcat pla y ers. Wendy
Crowe, Judie Mijal and
Priscilla Whitehouse, ·each lost
in straight sets.
The Wildcats {3-6) swing
back into action this week with
a pair of home matches.
Thursda y they host Colby
College at 3:30 p.m . and
Saturda y they host the
Univcrsit 1 of Rhode Island at

Ch1·i.'i S tuntQn

WU !i

110011.

men's hoc11eu opener
us. western fflichiuan
Fridau at 7:30 o.m.

The men's x-country team lost to Maine and Colb)'
Friday.( Bob Arsenault photo)

3 on 3 Basketball
,SEPAR ATE MEN'S AND WOME N'S LEAGU ES
WILL BE OFFER ED IN TWO DIVISI ONS:
Co-sponso red by Shick, winner and runner-up team members from both the mens
and womens undergrad uate q_ivisions will receive Celtics Tickets
for the Shick College Night ·(Maximum 5 Tickets per team)
Closed Division: Undergrad uates Only
. Open Division: Faculty~St aff-Gradua tes and Undergrad uates.
Rec passes a must.

HOW TO SIGN UP:
SEE YOUR DORM, SORORITY OR FRATERNITY SPORTS MANAGER ..
COMMUTE RS - DROP BY THE COMMUTE R CENTER IN THE MUB.

OR

_______ Contact the Departmen t of Recreation al Sports. Field House,
Room 151, Phone: 862-2031
r11~:..------- --,,;1 /)}))

Rosters due:

Monday, October 15 at the Sports Manager's
Meeting in the MUB Grafton Room, or anytime
by October 1 5 in Room 151 of the Field House .
.

/

Games begin:

Monday, October 22.

U

r

1984 FALL

UNH

,s_ti-on_s_,-ca-,-,S_c_o_tt_o_r_C_h-ris--i
.------F-o_r_fu-r-th_e_r-qu_e_
our Rec Sports Coordinators at 862 -2013,
·
or stop by the Rec Sports Offic e,

Rm. 151 , Field House

REC
VOLLEY BA 11

_ _____.
L , _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Games played at the Field House or New Hampshire Hall.
Each team plays one gam_e per week for 5 weeks.
Followed by play-offs for those who qualify.

co

INTRAMURAL

•
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Women's cross-country team edged out by Maine
By Bob Arsenault

As far as Friday's meet goes,
The women's cross-country it certainly wasn't a complete
team lost its home meet against disaster for UN H. Five of the
Maine on Friday by a single nine runners who competed ran
point, 28-29. The score doesn :1 personal bests for the five
tell the full story this time, kilometer course.
however, as UNH Coach
Senior Kathy Brandell,
Nancy Krueger pulled four of running her last home race for
h r top runners from the meet UN H cross-country went out in
t rest them for the upcoming style with her fourth win in five
c.~ 1lifying meet for the NC AA attempts this year. Her time of
Nationals.
17:06 was eight seconds off of
Liese Schaff, Maureen her course record 16:58 and 34
~ onnors, Patti Martin and seconds ahead of Maine's first
~am Egan all watched the meet runner.
this week. "Next week against
Dominique St. Pierre. a
UConn," said Coach Krueger, freshman who has scored in
"I will be resting Kathy · every meet this year, continued
Brandel) and Dominique St. her improvement with a
Pie rre. We don 1 like to lose personal best ot 18:U I. 37
meets but no one who knows seconds ahead of her previous
cross-country looks at a team's oest ar:d in second place for
dual meet record. They look at UNH, fourth overall.
the big meets and how you
Senior T-ci Wilson turned in
performed there."
a great race as she placed fifth

with a time of 18:07. Using a
great kick, Wilson passed a
Maine runner with less than ·
I00 yards left in the race. "T-ci 's
getting better and better for us
every race,,, said Coach
Krueger. "Friday's race. gives
her the fifth fastest race run by
a senior at UN H . "
Sally Perkins, a first year
cross-country runner, ran to a
seventh place finish with a time
of 18:17 , a 59 second
improvement o ver her previous
best 5000m in the College
Woods.
Also running well were
sophomore Lisa Kelin and
freshman Steph Edelman. Both
posted their best times as they
ran 18:58 and 18 :59 respectively.
The women's next meet will
be Oct. 12 at UConn.

Volleyballers win own Classic
By Steve Langevin

UNH's women's x-country team lost to Maine Friday.(Bob
Arsenault photo)

----CHALTAS---<continued from page 27)

seen her play. She was
unbelievable at the Massachusetts Invitational."
"Thalia has brought
offensive power to the team
even though she's of average
height - 5' IO" for a volley ball
player."
Says Chaltas, "I measure
how good m y game is by my
aggressiveness on the court. 1
have to be consistently
aggressive. 1 can't accept
swings with good plays and bad
pla ys."
Right now, volleyball and
academics take top priority in
Chaltas' busy life. She has had --to temporarily shelve her
interest in dancing and has set
aside her commitment to the
New Ha~p~hire Notables, a
campus smgmg group.
"It's a big choice, but
volleyball is first. Someday I'll
get back into singing and
dance , but now l 've got
priorities," says Chaltas.
Looking ahead to the future,
she says, "I want the
satisfaction of seeing the team
grow in recognition and I want
to help the sport grow."
Chaltas seems content to
· help her sport and take nothing
in return.
Comparing volleyball to a
close frien~, she · says, "H
volleyball ',ere my friend, she
wowld be a real companion.
She wouldn't owe me anything.
She'd be a constant in my life,
always there. And, if she wasn't
there, I'd miss her sorely. She's
a big part of me."
Indeed, volleyball is a big
part of Thalia Chaltas' life and
Chaltas, in turn. is a big part of
the Wildcat team. giving
Chaltas' power and everything and asking for
consistency helped the nothing in ret'urn. But
Wildcats raise their overall volleyball. like a true friend,
record to 11-5 with a fine will come through .
'"Volleyball has helped
showing at the recent
Massachusetts lnYitational and Thalia grow as a person.' Ford
at the Wildcat Classic. Says explains. "It'll give back to her
Ford, "That's the best I\·e ever everything she has put into it."
you , do you?'
Chaltas now agrees. ·" She
was right. I didn't."
Chaltas was offered athletic
scholarships to the University
of Rhode Island and volleyball
powerhouse Uni versity of
Tennessee at Knoxville, but her
bond · with Ford and her
academic concerns kept her in
Durham .
She _opted for the exercise
specialist major at UN H and
settled into the volleyball
program . Of her first season
with the Wildcats, Chaltas
says, "I was kind of amazed. I
was from a small town high
school and New Hampshire
volleyball isn't that strong."
."I was shocked .. I guess it
didn't really sink in until late
last year that I was playing
college volleyball. I didn't have
a whole lot of confidence. I was
the little guy," she says.
Chaltas adjusted well for a
"little guy." Says Ford, "Thalia
came in here with a starting
position as a freshman, but she
just wasn't ready to carry the
team. There was a lot of
pressure on her because the
transition from high school to
Division I college ball is
difficult.
"This year, all her hard work
and training in the offseason is
showing," says Ford. "She's
matured and has developed a
real all-around game. She's our
top hitter and the most
consistent."
"Control is my word for the
season," says Chaltas
confidently. "When I hit well, it
gets the team up. I have to
concentrate and be on top
mentally."

The Wildcat Classic held
Sunday in the Lundholm Gym
was a giant success for the host
University of New Hampshire
women's volleyball team, as it
swept all four of its opponents
in eapturing the title.
This year the Wildcats
totally dominated the· event
that they finished third in last
year, by controlling all of the
matches from start to finish.

This weekend the 11-5
Wildcats' head for Syracuse.
New York to participate in the
Syracuse Invitational Friday
and Saturday. They have been
placed in a pool with Syracuse,
Brown and Boston College in
the eight team event. The top
two teams from each pool will
move on the Championship
Round. All matches will be best
three out of five games.
"We haven't seen Brown or
Syracuse yet. but we know they

are both usually strong,"
commented Ford. "On the
other hand, we have played
Boston College twice already
( resulting in two UN H wins). so
we know what to expect from
them," she added.
"If the girls play up to our
capabilities, we can finish in the
top two of our pool,,,
concluded Ford . "They have
the skills and are getting the
confidence with every match
the
la "

The Wildcats cruised by
Bentley in two games by
identical 15-2 scores and
followed that up with wins over
Boston College 15-6. 15-6 and
Keene State 15-8, 15-9. They
faced their sternest test of the
day against the very same
Harvard team that had come
from behind to defeat UNH in
last year's Wildcat Classic.
Harvard came into the
match undefeated on the
season, but the Wildcats took
control early and never let up,
defeating Harvard 15-5, 15-2 to
win the title.
"The girls really played well
as a team," commented UNH
head coach Carol Ford. "It was
the key to our success."
Although team play was the
key, the outstanding play of
Colleen Cody in the middle
didn't go unnoticed by Ford.
"Her blocking and spiking
was exceptional," said Coach
Ford. "She made the difference
in the Harvard match."
Ford was also pleased
because she was able to give the
substitutes some quality
playing time due to the strong
play of the team as a unit.

Colleen Cody(middle) goes up for spike Sunday as teammate
looks on.(Brook Tart photo)

- - - - - - F I E L D HOCKEY-----( continued from page 28)
goalie out of pos1t1on, she
poked home an unassisted
insurance goal to maake the
final score 2-0.
UN H controlled the tempo
for most of the second half due
to the increased decisiveness in
its play and its stingy defense
which held B.C. to three shots
in the entire game. Behind this

defense, goalie Michelle
Flannel! recorded her seventh '
shutout of the season and the
team's eighth.
Though pleased with the
victory, Coach Didio doesn't
think that her team has been as
successful in meeting team
goals as they would have liked,
d uc to having no days off in its .

busy schedule of late.
The Wildcats next game will
be played on the fast artificial
turf at Boston University
tonight at 6:30 p.m. Their next
home game is Thursday against
Northeastern at 3:00 p.m.
Come out and cheer on the
team as they battle their way
toward the play-offs.
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Men's tennis squad clubs UConn
By Steve Langevin
The UNH men's tennis team
completed an extremely
successfu'l season with an 8-1
thumping of a University of
Connecticut team they had
edged 5-4 last year.
The win gave the Wildcats a
5-2 record this season and
cultimated their second
straight winning season,
following last year's 4-2 mark.

we have good
team chemistry ... "
·we had an excellent year as
a team this year, although we
wish we had done better at the
EC AC's,' commented UN H's
number four singles player
Dave Palumbo ..
UN H's number five singles
. player and second doubles
teammate of Palumbo,
Christian Seibert, agreed with
Palumbo and added, 'the
reason we had such a strongseason is that we have good
team chemistry~ we are a very
close team.'
The Wildcats roared past :
UConn team they had
struggled with a year ago, by
capturing all six singles
matches. UNH's Steve Noble
routed Dave Shinn by identical
6-2 scores, while teammate
Shaun Hassett rolled past
UConn's Dave Cameron 6-2, 61: At third singles, Dave Hall
was given the toughest test, but
he survived a three set ordeal
with UConn's Steve Ehrenpreis
6-2, 3-6, 6-4.
In the fourth thru sixth
·ingles matches UNH had a

•
Ill

season finale

even easier time with Palumbo
defeating Eric Uthgenant 7-5,
6-0, Seibert blasting Mark
Sinatra 6-3, 6-0 and Mike
McMahon beating Andy
Panzo 6-2, 6-2.
McMahon posted the best
singles mark (6-1) on the team
this season, followed closely by
Hall and Palumbo who each
achieved 5-2 records. Seibert
and Hassett had 4-3 records,
while Noble went 3-4 against
very strong competition at the
number one spot.
In the doubles the teams
played eight game pro sets
because the match had already
been decided in the singles.
Palumbo and Seibert raised
their record to a team-leading
6-i mark as they registered an
8-3 wm at second doubles over
Ehrenpreis and Uthgenant.
Noble and Hassett completed a
successful 5-2 year at number
one doubles with an 8-4 win,
while Hall and McMahon
finished 3-4 with a loss to Shinn
and Panzo.
This young UN H team looks
to be strong again next year as
the players should all continue
to improve.
"We're losing Steve and
possibly Mike," commented
Palumbo, .. bur we're still going
to have a strong team. I know
we all have improved a lot just
from last )'ear."

Shaun Hassett(above) had an excellent season at second singles and first doubles. The men
defeated UConn Friday in their season finale 8-1.(Frank Consentino photo)

Stoneh ill shuts out women 's soccer
By Steve ~angevin
Friday was just one of those
days for the UNH women's
soccer team as they dominated

the game from the opening
whistle, but all they ha4 to
show for it was a 1-0 loss to
Stonehill.

"We hit the crossbar three ball superbly, but it was a fluke
times and failed on five one-on- goal by Stonehill's Moe Brown
one confrontations with the at 27:33 that proved to be the
Stonehill goalie." commented a only score of the half and the
disappointed UNH head coach game. The goal came on a
Stonehill cornerkick, when a
Ken Andrews.
Playing what Andrews slow dribbler of a shot slithered
termed their oest game of the its way through a maze of
season, the Wildcats bombard- players and past the totally
ed Stonehill netminder Chris screened and helpless UN H
Pelevich with 42 shots on goal · goalkeeper Julie Trask.
The tough luck loss dropped
compared to only 24 shots
UN H's record to 2-5 and ended
taken by _Stonehill_.
The teams battled to a its two game winning streak,
scoreless first half. UN H's while Stonehill improved its
passing and anticipation set up mark to 6-2-1.
The Wildcats face an
numerous scoring opportunities that weren't cashed in on . extremely challenging week
"We did everything right ahead , as they play U Mass and
except score," lamented UConn who were ranked
second and third respectively in
Andrews.
In the second half the the most recent national poll.
Wildcats again controlled the

---FOO TBAL L---tcontinued from page 28)

A UNH women's soccer player marking her Stonehill opponent Friday. UNH lost 1-0 to Stonehill
despite outshootine them 42-24.(Frank Consentino photo)

football. The offensive line was fumbled the ball four times and
overwhelming, completely was penalized seven times for
dominating their defensive 48 yards. These lapses gave
U Conn the daylight it needed
counterparts .
Scott Perry continued to , to try a comeback. Once the
prove himself to be a great offense started to falter the
tailback. The former reserve defense seemed to catch the
rushed for 177 yards on 28 disease, which has happened to
carries, that\ .6.3 yards per the Tats before.
"We let up in the second
carry. Perry showed great
quickness in finding the holes, ha IL" said Bowes, "when we
breaking tackles and making coughed up the ball on the nine
vard line, the whole team cot
people miss him.
"We have a lot of confidence deflated. We have to stop being
in Scotty," said UNH coach det::Hed when things go against
Bill Bowes. "He\ a real tou!!h us.
The 'Cats re-inflated
kid and a great 'in traffic'
runner. We're very glad to have themselves long enough to win
the game. The 4ucstion is. how
him right nov.."
But the second half of the long will the hcli um supply last.
Saturda\' the\' host Bucknell
game saw the mysterious
momentary disappcaranlc of in the H<)mcc~ming game at
the Wildcat offense. UNH I :00 p.m. at Cowell Stadium.
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Knee injuries show nofavorites in athletic activities
By Michelle Evans
Football players, field
hockey players and weekend
joggers have one thing in
common-painful vulnerabiliry to knee injuries.
The knee is the brunt of so
much stress and strain because
most sports, contact or noncon tact, require repetitive
motion involving that joint,
according to Scott Biron, UNH
men's athletics trainer.
Biron explained the
distinction · between traumatic
and overuse injuries.
Traumatic injuries occur in
sports such as football or
s_kiing, when participants fall,
and the "knee is ripped to

UNH.
Football coach Bill Bowes
agrees that knee injuries have
declined. Bowes attributes
much of this decline to NCAA
rulings which prevent most
blocking below the wais.t, a
major source of knee injuries in
the sport.
"Blocking below the waist
has been virtually eliminated,"
Bowes said.
According to the ruling,
offensive linemen can't block
below the waist during kickoffs or punts. There are still a
few specialized cases where
blocking below the waist is
permitted, Bowes said, but
"ninety-five percent of it has

s mithcrcc n:s."

!Jc:c:11 tdl\.c:11 uut uf tile game ...

Overuse injuries occur more
frequently in sports such as
running, Biron said.
"You are going to ask the
joint to do the same motion
over a period of time;" he said,
~iving an example, a half-hour
JOg.
"If the motion is continuous,
certain structures become worn
ou·i ," Biron said . "The number
of steps taken in a typical run is
quite high."
The knee is a susceptible
area , Biron said, because it gets_
ver y little stability froijl
surrounding bones. The
muscles and ligaments around
it provide support.
,When asked for a "ballpark
statistic" for the number of
knee injuries he treats per year.
-Biron said 15 . That includes all
players who have experienced
any loss of playing time. He
said knee injuries have
decreased sirice he has been at

Celebrated UN H tailback
Andre Garron strained the
ligaments in his knee during the
September 29 game against
Dartmouth, after being tackled
by the Dartmouth defense on a
UN H sweep play.
Knee injuries· are especially
prevalent in football, Bowes
said, because "other sports
don't have the severity or
consistency of contact. Every
time the ball is snapped, we
have eleven people making
contact with each other."
The prominence of knee
ligament injuries may be due to
improve d weight training
programs, Bowes said, which
enlarg e and strengthen
muscles, but not ligaments .
"With weight programs
today, the kid s are bigger and
stronger," Bowes said.
"Ligaments don't grow in
strength. and aren't made to
suppott a 265-pound body ."

Knee braces have helped weakness" after three weeks, probably won't make much
athletes with knee trouble, Biron said. A second-degree difference to an occasional
according· to both Biron and sprain may require six weeks, tennis player.
When students consult Biron
third degree sprain,
Bowes. The braces cost $75 w!J!e
each, and are worn by athletes involving "total disruption of about running injuries, he asks
who have had past injuries to the knee," will probably need two questions: "Where do you
the knee. Bowes said he hopes surgery and eight to ten months run?" and "which side of the
road?" Often, the sloping
to have more braces available re ha bi! itat ion.
A cartilage injury may heal roadsides are the culprit,
by next season.
Women tend to suffer more in as little as a week, Biron said. wearing out one side of the
runner's shoe. Biron then
Motivation is key to
overuse injuries· to the knee,
said H oily Arvidson, assistant recovery, Byron said. "Athletes , advises new shoes, and a
with minor injuries will be out running plan which- involves
trainer to Women's Athletics.
"Women have a wider training if motivated," citing as running alternate sides of the
pelvis," Arvidson explained. an example the "strong" road, to prevent undue stress to
"In order to bring the knee Wildcat football team this year. one knee.
Athletes must accept the
Following rehabilitation, the
back into alignment with the
body, there's a greater stress to injured knee will often be likelihood of injury, Biron said.
"There's absolutely no way,
stronger than the other, Biron
the knee. "
no matter how much
Women also tend to cross added.
1t11abilitation, to say, ·that
Rc:L1c:atiu11al atl1lc:te:-, a1e at
th e ir body-':, n,idlinc
whc:11
placing their feet while risk, according to Biron, injury won't happen again,"'
because they "usually do no Biron said. "A million people
running, Arvidson said.
Arvidson had no statistics on flexibility exercise, and have se·c ond-guess doctors and
the incidence of, acute the worst equipment in the trainers, and send people back
out on the field after
(traumatic) injuries in women·\; world."
The right shoes are essential rehabilitation."
sports.
Once the knee is injured, the to a runner, Biron said, but
length of time an athlete is
sidelined "really depends on
who the doctor is, on the
rehabilitation program ," Biron
said . "How long-term is the
problem? Is it acute? How long
has the area had to react to the
injury?"
Biron explained the last
question by giving as an
example the recreational jogger
who may injure the joint , and
By Lisa Markley
· School , Chaltas has been
proceed to walk around on it a11 ·
_U ni versity of New Hamp- dri ven by her desire to see
weekend, before seeking
shire volleyball player Thalia volleyball grow as a sport, in
treatment. All injuries have a
Chaltas has a one-sided recognition as well as in
better prognosis when attended
relationship with her sport.
opportunity. It 1s this
to as soon as possible.
"I don't expect anything · commitment and a special
An athlete suffering from a
from volleyball," the _bond between Chaltas and
minor sprain can expect to be
sophomore' setter says. "l Just Ford which promises a bright
back in play, "with no
give to volleyball. It must be future for th·e UNH volleyball
important to me because I've program.
spent half my life playing."
Chaltas met Ford as a high
Wildcat volleyball coach school sophomore at a summer
Carol Ford always speaks volleyball camp. The following
highly of her players, but she year, the two joined forces
"I thought we would win this can't seem to say enough about again on the Junior Olympic
team, which Ford was
one, but we just didn't have our Chaltas.
"Thalia is her own person," coaching. Chaltas traveled to
tempo, but Maine's a good
team, they played well, they says Ford. "She has so many Tennessee with the team for a
have good guys up front, and a different talents. She knows championship match and
what she wants to do with her remembers the trip as "a lot of
good goalie." spoke Garber.
UN H has two away games life and volleyball has always fun and a great experience."
It was here, however, that
with Vermont and Dartmouth, been a priority."
Volleyball has played a very Chaltas realized that volleyball
and once again .anything can
happen. "We have two tough big role in the life of Thalia meant more than fun and
games coming up, against two Chaltas. It has meant recreation. Reflecting , back
good teams," added Garber. enjoyment, frustration, pride now, she remembers Ford
"In the East the teams are so and maturity. But most ofall, it saying, ·Thalia, you don't
realize what a chance this is for
even, that on any one day, has offered a challenge.
Since her early playing days
;inyone can beat anyone," adds
at Durha~'s Oyster River High CHALT AS, page 25
UN H's Steve Bracey.

a

Volleyball is like
a friend to Chaltas

Maine blanks men's soccer
By Chris Urick
Capitalize.
Teams who are able to do
this are successful, and the
teams who don't struggle. So
far in this short soccer season,
the UN H men's soccer team has
made the best of their
opportunities, and they have
been successful posting a 3-1-1
record, but on ii blustery
_Frid a y aft e rn o o n t h i n gs
changed for them as an
opportunistic Maine team
handed them their second loss,
1-0.
UN H came out sluggish
early in the first half, and were
outplayed by the weaker Maine
team. UNH's passing was
sluggish. with frequent missed
connections, and Maine
seemed to be on their game.
playing smoothly and passing
crisply. Maine almost put the
first goal on the board when
David Andraesen headed a ·
corner kick by Scott Atherly
just over the net.
UNH then regrouped about
midway through the first half
and started to outplay a tiring
Maine team . · UN H's passing
picked up, but they were still
unable to mount an offense,
and at the half the teams played
to a scoreless draw.
UN H was confident at the
half, because they would be
going with the wind, instead of
against it in the second half.
"We just wanted to hold on
against the wind and keep it
scoreless, and then we wanted
the wind in the second half and
get going on offense," said
UNH freshman fullback Jack
Sebastian. "We were hoping to

stay even or get ahead in the
first half, and then we would
have the wind for the second,"
reiterated coach Ted Garber.
UN H took control in the
second half and started to
dominate the play. With their
passing sharper and their
defense solid, it seemed like it
would only be a matter of time
· before UNH overcame the
tiring Maine team. It looked
like they would finally get their
goal when on a throw in by
Mike Neff, Seth Worcester
snuck in behind the defense and
all that was left was to put in
past the goalie. But the goalie
slid over to block the angle. and
Worcester was unable to chip it
over the goalie . Later, scoring
chances by Jeff Bergholtz and
Adrian Pfistererjust missed the
mark and the game stayed
scoreless.
Even with UN H dominating
the play. it would be the
outplayed Maine squad that
would get the elusive gamewinner. It would happen in
unb-elievable fashion. Maine
took control of the ball at
midfield and worked it toward
the UN H net. Then on a long
shot to the UN H net, the ball
took a weird deflection and
-went behind UNH goalie Dave
Barlow, where Kevin McKenna was waiting to knock it into
the open net. After that, Maine
went defensive and UN H was
unable to overcome the deficit.
"We're dominating on
defense and then they got that
goal. It took a freak bounce
and then it went over Bubba
( Barlow) and someone was The UNH men's soccer team lost a tough 1-0 decision to the University of Maine Black Bears
waiting there." said Sebastian. Friday.(Dave Castrucci photo)
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Sports
Gri dde rs mak e the ir stan d aga inst UC onn
·

By Ray Routhier
Dr. Jekyll. meet Mr. H yde .
The UN H Wildcats played
the best football of their season
in the first half of Saturday's
game against UConn. In the
second half some sandlot team
stole UN H's uniforms and let
UConn walk up and down the
field. Luckily, the real Wildcats
came b_a ck with I :35 left to hold
on to the 13-12 victory.
The two final plays of -the
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masterpiec e. UConn had
scored on a great pass to Kane
Winn under double coverage.
The Huskies then opted to go
for the two point conversion
and the win. UN H stopped the
explosive Billy Pa_rks, but was
penalized for being offsides.
UConn was now a yard and a
half from the goal line: The
Huskies went with a three back
offense and again gave the ball
to Parks. The Blue wall of
UNH overpowe red the
offensive line and Neal
Zonfrelli made the game saving
tackle.
"We gave the ball to our best
back and they made a big
defensive play to win," said
UConn coach Tom Jackson,
"They controlled the tempo of
the game and deserved to win."
Last year, UConn had
beaten UNH 9-7 on the Ias1.
play of the game, · and that
memory motivated the
Wildcats.
"We remembered last year,"
said Zonfrelli, "we weren't
going to let that happen again,
not at home."
This game was the first time
that UN H's defense could
consistently stop a good
offensive football team. The
Huskies came into the ball
game averaging 334 total yards
and 200 yards rushing. The
Wildcats allowed a mere 72
yards and kept former All. Conference bac_k Billy Parks to

of Conn
Scott Perry(27) rushed for 177 yards and a touchdown to l~ad the· Wildcats to a thrilling 13-12 victory over the University
Saturday at Cowell Stadium. UNH is now 2-1 in Yankee Conference play.(Dave Castrucci photo)
the ball."
field position all day, thanks to day," said U Conn's Jackson.
just 72 yards.
The 'Cats scored all their
The big improvemen t on great special team play and the "We were lucky to get out of the
points in the first half with
defense was that the middle of UN H offense, which controlled first half only 13 points down.
err o r-l re e, b a 11- cont r o I
They did exactly what they said
the line played well at the same the game.
"They kept us backed up all they'd do, they knocked us off FOOTBALL , page 26
time that the ends were playing
well. The middle of the line
especially provided the force
for a fierce pass rush and kept
people in quarterback Chris
Riley's face all day. The
team, who continued their hot goalie Cathy O'Brien. Marois
defensive stars of the game By Tom Lane
with a well-earned 2-0 carried the ball past midfield
streak
premaFriday afternoon\
included Brian O'Neill (2
victory over a tough Boston and sent a long pass through
sacks), Bill O'Malley, Jay ture winter wind kept the
the middle intended for
College squad.
Ward, Zonfrelli and freshman crowd at Memorial Field
everybody
Cullinane. Cullinane cut by the
give
will
"B.C.
have
may,
they
than
cooler
.
Boulay.
Paul
their
·
for
defender and went for the
run
a
last
play
they
the
phase
The defense was helped by l'iked, but it didn't
H
UN
but O'Brien just beat her
ball,
commented
money,"
hockey
field
women's
H
UN
lousy
had
UConn
that
fact
the
knocking it to the side
it,
to
Didio.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . -). . head coach Marisa
before the two players collided.
The win gave the undefeated
Each team had a good
Wildcats their tenth win of the
'84 season and solidified their scoring chance as the half drew
current ranking ol fifth in the to a close. UN H sophomore
Kate Dumphy fired a hard shot
nation.
Early on, the momentum from 30 yards out, that forced
O'Brien to make another nice
swung back and forth. UN H's
save. B.C.'s chance came
Mary Ellen Cullinane, Karen
moments later as Lori Keller
Geromini and Patty Heap
applied constant pressure on and Shannon Murphy w.orked
the ball down the right side , but
the B.C. goalkeeper but
Wildcats Dumphy, Marois,
couldn't hammer one home
Pauline Collins and Sandy
until the 9:55 mark of the. first
Vander-Hey den dug in and
half. Freshman Peggy Hilinski
fed ·a pass through to combined to stop them before
they could get off a good shot.
Cullinane, who slapped the
The Wildcats came out in the
eventual game-winne r past the
B.C. net minder from ten yards second half looking to pass the
ball quicker. B.C. had been
•
.
,
out.
B.C. kept hustling and made doing a good job of covering a
some threatening rushes only pressuring, so the 'Cats wanted
to open up the field. This
t9 be thwarted by UN H's tough
strategy, along with Coach
defense before its players could
Didio's swithching Jill Sickels
get their shots off. Linda
to the inside and Cullinane to
Griffin was strong in the middle
the outside, seemed to work a s
for B.C., as she kept driving the
ball into a screen of B.C : UN H pumped 14 shots on net
in the second half.
forwards and UN H defenders,
Sickels played an exceptionbut to no avail.· UNH captain
Barb Marois sparkled al game, crossing_ball s in from
defensively, as she continually the side and hustling tor
rebounds following some of the
broke up B.C. attempts to
hard drives by Marois. Her
penetrate into the goal area.
With about ten minutes to go diligence paid off at the 22:05
mark when, after a scramble in
in the first haIL the Wildc;ts
had a golden opportunity to front of the net put the B.C.
The UNH women's field hockey team showed its outstanding defense again on Friday as they held score that was foiled by B.C. FIELD HOCKEY, page 25
Boston College to three shots and beat them 2-0.(Frank Consentino photo)
1

Fiel d hock ey squa d stop s B.C.

